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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the action research project was to conduct a review of research regarding
social emotional learning and through that lens, study student teacher growth during the course
of teaching during the Western Oregon University Master of Arts in Teaching: Initial Licensure
program. The three focus questions served to guide the study. The questions are: 1) how has my
implementation of social emotional practices changed to support inclusive practices in the
learning environment 2) how does my teaching reflect what the literature states are best practices
for teacher-student relationships and 3) what social emotional learning practices are used to help
students in the mathematics environment? Data sets used to analyze the research questions were
taken from formal lesson plans, observation commentaries and self-journaled notes.
As the transition from middle to high school can be thought of as one of the most
problematic shifts for teenagers (Southern Regional Education Board, 2002) and the highest
failure rate in secondary is ninth grade, which provides a significant indicator of negative
outcomes (Southern Regional Education Board, 2005), taking the time to study practices that
show promise in bridging pathways to success in mathematics practices (The University of
Texas Dana Center, 2020a) is prudent and worthy of time and effort.
Through the analysis, action research has demonstrated growth in teaching with regards
to professional practices and building an inclusive environment, implementation of actions that
foster positive teacher-student relationships and the utilization of SEL best practices that lead to
an increase of student efficacy in the mathematics classroom. My findings have driven home the
abundant need for consistent, social emotional learning opportunities in the classroom
environment but have also revealed exponential benefits when coupled with engagement
teaching strategies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“If we have learned anything from Vygotsky, it is that ‘children grow into the intellectual life
around them.’ That intellectual life is fundamentally social, and language has a special place in
it. Because the intellectual life is social, it is also relational and emotional. To me, the most
humbling part of observing accomplished teachers is seeing the subtle ways in which they build
emotionally and relationally healthy learning communities – intellectual environments that
produce not mere technical competence, but caring, secure, actively literate human beings.”
Peter H. Johnston, Choice Words: How our Language Affects Children’s Learning

Philosophy of Teaching
What many people boil down to a simple transfer of knowledge or skills is packaged in a
compound series of movements, examples, instructions, guidance and discovery. When crafted
correctly, the process of learning is smooth, practiced and understood. To achieve seamless
learning takes a great deal of effort. Consider the student in their learning environment and
nature of complexities that affect their perceptions. Teaching requires careful consideration and
understanding of motivational philosophies and techniques, psychology, sociology,
neuroscience, culture, access, equity, and technology. It also requires a demonstration of content
mastery, pedagogy and continued personal development. Fostering positive relationships and
truly knowing your students is paramount to all of the skills and talents listed above. The transfer
of knowledge, rather the action of or ability to do so through what we term as ‘teaching’, is an
ever-shifting intricate amalgamation of our own understandings and perceptions on a plethora of
subjects.
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Understanding how students are motivated, and subsequently learn, is fundamental to the
roots of becoming an effective instructor. As such, the behaviorist, cognitive and constructivism
theories base their roots in different aspects. In a very over simplistic view, one may liken
aforementioned knowledge acquisition theories to instinct, thought and action. Behaviorism
resonates with ideas that humans (and animals) instinctively react to stimuli, whereas in
cognitivism humans respond with thought and internal processing of information (mind instead
of simply instinct), whereas constructivism allows for the ability for humans to create their own
reality based on their own experiences. Whether those experiences are tactile, based in internal
processing or are instinctual does not matter. They all become part of the reality of the learner. In
the classroom, all of these theories have impact and application for understanding the roles of
teacher and learner. They can be used to gain understanding and insight into how students
optimally learn, both on an individual or classroom level. When understood, they can greatly
enhance the narrative and the outcome of the student over the course of their educational career.
Much like mathematics can illustrate more than one way to represent a situation, I too have
different ways that I view teaching. Sometimes I view teaching as a dance. Being a visual learner,
my daily interactions with students ebb and flow with a rhythm and rhyme, a cadence and beat
with regards to the lessons of the day. How I dance and transition with the learners comes with a
great deal of effort and understanding of the students in my environment. Sometimes, I view
teaching as a recipe or a mix of ingredients necessary to create the most palatable learning
atmosphere. Teaching requires, dare I say demands, an instinctual perception of epic proportions.
Instructors blend their own history, influences, passion for content, and ideals for teaching to create
a unique experience for each learner. Thread in ideas of social-cognitive, self-efficacy, and
attachment theories and teachers have powerful tools of influence at their disposal. Catering to
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students and their preferred learning styles, nurturing positive relationships, infusing social
emotional learning, and sprinkling in a pinch of entertainment can create a safe environment for
learners to take risks necessary for growth and development on multiple levels. Methods for
presenting knowledge to the learner will dramatically affect how the learner perceives, and
ultimately, synthesizes the transfer of information, process or skill. To be successful in this display
and transfer of knowledge; this is what it means to teach.
Learning
Transferring knowledge begins with understanding the student. Learning is a journey that
is defined by the learner. While standards for measurement are present in the context of formal
educational practices, what is considered valuable to a student is defined by the perception of
their own reality. As an instructor, I have no choice but to consider these options as the subject
matter is presented. To that end, my teaching philosophy is fueled by the overwhelming and
absolute belief that every student can be successful at learning, provided the right environment,
circumstances, beliefs and support. Further, I also believe that deep down inside, despite any
outside influences, every student has a desire to achieve and wants to find success and
acceptance as a learner. As a teacher, it is my want to help a student realize their definition of
success in the arena for which they step into my classroom.
Considerations necessary to tap into what moves a learner to want to acquire knowledge
is what makes teachers motivation magicians. Every learner engages with the learning
environment viewing the subject and the instructor with a particular lens based on their
experiences, beliefs and perception of how they define reality. Crafting environments whereby
all students’ perceptions mesh into a safe, effective and equitable atmosphere begins with
establishing teacher credibility, developing a positive relationship with students, as well as
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helping students to establish positive relationships with each other. Marzano et al. (2003) reports
a positive teacher-student relationship effect size of +0.869, further, Waack (2020) reports that
teacher credibility has an effect size of +0.90. The absence of a positive student relationship has
the ability to diminish student motivation dramatically.
Looking at the achievement gap that exists between the 8th and 9th grade transition years,
making positive connections with students bears added weight to my instructional practice.
Given the rise of teen trauma and the effects it has on the development of the learner necessitates
the additional knowledge in the field of social emotional learning. The whole child and their
experiences must be taken into account as they develop through the entire scholastic system. I
believe that teachers need to blend more of this into their daily routines to help fill the holes left
by unseen societal woes. Education is far more than academics.
As teachers are not conduits of information to students, the aspect of positive
relationships sets the tone for learning, risk taking and effective growth via discourse in the
classroom setting. Teachers are coaches of knowledge, presenting and guiding students to
discovery through exploration via a variety of multimedia opportunities, resulting in solid
justification and generalization. Direct teaching has a place in education; however, studies show
that student engagement and involvement, rather, being an active participant in the educational
adventure, produces far better results. According to Waack (2020), boredom has an effect size of
-0.49. On the contrary, small group learning has an effect size of +0.47, classroom discussion
+0.82 and jigsaw methods provide a size of +1.20. Providing opportunities for engagement will
be a focus for my practice.
When student learning is authentic, providing situations where students are able to
express their ideas and opinions, relate their understandings to experiences and find joy in their
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discoveries, their ability to construct knowledge will be greatly enhanced for long term growth.
Feelings of accomplishment, success and pride result when learning is enjoyed (Ormrod, 2012, p
448). Measurements of student learning should be cataloged through a variety of means provided
to demonstrate proficiency, lending themselves to meeting standards among different disciplines.
In the education environment of today, the use of technology is paramount to growth and
understanding of the world around us and should be regularly incorporated into all aspects of
scholarship. It should not be ignored.
Meeting students where they are in their growth cycle, providing the appropriate support
necessary to achieve, the flexibility for students to demonstrate proficiency in a variety of
methods, providing quality feedback and having the empathy necessary to guide them will
enhance the growth and development of the whole learner.
Access, Equity and Inclusion
Supporting student learning in a social setting rests upon adhering to established and
agreed upon norms. Placing value on positive, respectful, involved, determined and encouraging
students, and meeting needs while maintaining high standards, facilitates expectations for class
behavior and achievement while keeping goals in reach. Praising positive behavior choices
instead of setting up punitive situations will help enhance and encourage self-efficacy through
the encouragement of self-regulation. Allowing student voices in their overall outcomes to be
heard also plays a large part in creating student efficacy.
To truly be effective in the learning environment, much of what is said above is
predicated on the need for an instructor to recognize their own biases, influenced by their own
cultures and upbringings, as well as being mindful about recognizing the situations of others.
Marginalized students are at a clear disadvantage in the educational system for a number of
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reasons. Overcoming inherent bias and investing in all students regardless of any preconceived
notions is a must. Charting a course for access, equity and inclusion is not done by chance.
Strategies for bringing access, equity and inclusion into balance include seeking to
understand the whole student environment and incorporating social emotional learning
throughout the entire system. With regards to students with special needs, it would be remiss to
not include the scope of the entire process of family and family partnerships when considering
students who receive special education services. Shifting from an era of shame and hiding to an
era of embracing and supporting students and people with disabilities, or who receive special
education services, only serves to benefit the fabric of a school or society as a whole.
Collaborative partnerships between home and school are part of what helps undo the isolation of
any marginalized individual. Being part of the whole is the only way bring about inclusion and
change systemic mindsets of prejudice (Gargiulo & Bouck, 2018, p. 111).
Culturally shifting the mindset of viewing disabilities as a burden to one of seeing and
embracing unique gifts and abilities within individuals has unlocked many blessings in the social
system we experience. Working with families to assist in unlocking the potential hiding within
learners is something that drives my want to teach, no matter the student in my learning
environment. Mindfulness in the way I teach and how I impart that to other students in my
classroom using social emotional learning will help to create a culture of acceptance and
tolerance, safety and equality.
With regards to creating more access, equity and inclusion and becoming more culturally
responsive in teaching, crafting lessons that teach students to appreciate and understand the
cultural heritages of others will allow for opportunities for growth and understanding. Breaking
down barriers of fear inherent in some centers where diversity is present could lead to a more
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effective learning environment. Recognizing the contributions from all cultures, not simply from
one culture or ethnic background promotes inclusion and provides access to other perspectives.
Further, continuing to take socio-economic situations into consideration and providing avenues
for equal access to educational opportunities can assist in creating a more balanced
representation for education and work toward goals of reducing the achievement gaps that exist
in our nation.
Strategies for creating more access, equity and inclusion in the learning environment fall
beyond material access to resources. The ability of a teacher to activate students’ prior knowledge
and connect what they know to what they are learning plays a large role in learning. Creating
lessons that incorporate a universal design of learning, scaffolding concepts, introducing and
regularly using content literacy as a pathway to knowledge acquisition and self-efficacy,
differentiating learning, incorporating culturally relevant material and using backward designs for
lesson planning all aid in the process of creating a level playing field for learners.
Modeling and Culture
Finally, as learning is dynamic and not stagnant, continuing to set an example for
students is imperative. In asking participants to be mindful of their growth as a larger process
than just being in my learning environment, it should be expected that the example I set mirrors
this mindset. From having integrity, maintaining positivity, being open and accepting of all
students, creating a safe space for stuck points to happen and learning to occur, creating a class
culture that operates in a non-judgmental fashion, to speaking with kindness and understanding
in a way that shows respect for students, behavior expectations are modeled. Encouraging
learners to adopt a growth mindset should be echoed by my own ability to grow. Asking students
to use metrics to understand and improve their learning should be imitated by using evidence-
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based practices to improve my own teaching. If students are being asked to create a work ethic
worthy of productive struggle and development I, in turn, should be working equally as hard, if
not harder, to set them up for success. During the course of instruction, trust is built between the
learner and mentor. Great teachers are diligent and mindful to keep this relationship whole.
Conclusion
Deep down inside, as I reflect on much of this journey called life, I have always been a
teacher. It fuels my soul to see the lightbulb come on when a student finally comprehends
something that has confounded them for any duration of time. I have always been one crave and
share knowledge, wanting to know more and fulfill wonderings of natural curiosities that come
my way. Continually bringing to light how education is a relevant and worthy cause, allowing
students to make connections to the applicability of subjects within contexts as they craft their
narratives will prove to enhance the experiences as they grow. Without a connection to students,
the aforementioned cannot take place. Building a relationship with a learner begins with seeing
the learner as a person, acknowledging where they are at in life, in my classroom and in the
culture of the learning environment. Providing validation, building a culture that is safe and a
place to make mistakes whereby one learns without repercussion is a key to growth,
development, agency and efficacy. Social emotional learning is one of the many ways that can
enhance this connection with students. When they believe in the student-teacher relationship,
they believe in the content being presented and are more willing to undergo productive struggle
in effort to succeed in expanding their knowledge base. Modeling behaviors of being a lifelong
learner, being open, authentic and sharing my own journey of education will not only fulfill
needed continuing education credits, but foster opportunities to talk about struggle, perseverance
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and risk-taking; ultimately, demonstrating that being a life-long learner, and the journey of
learning, is something in life whereby you can truly find satisfaction and joy.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have looked at social emotional learning (SEL) and the benefits brought to inclusive classroom
practices/education. Further, I wanted to identify what SEL best practices were related to
reducing the achievement gap in ninth-graders and finally, how SEL benefited students in the
mathematics learning environment. I searched for research regarding how social emotional
learning benefited secondary students because of the students I teach. In transitioning from
eighth to ninth grade there exists an achievement gap. The middle to high school transition can
be thought of as the most problematic shift for teenagers (Southern Regional Education Board,
2002). Studies have shown that students who have a successful ninth grade year have
significantly higher positive outcomes in high school (Balfanz, 2009). Because of my own
observations, I wondered if implementing more social emotional learning in my classes would
help with that transition and help with intrapersonal and interpersonal social and academic gaps
students display upon entering high school. I also searched for studies on achievement gaps,
transitions between eighth and ninth grade, student engagement and disengagement catalysts,
adolescent brain development, adolescent emotional needs and adolescent characteristics of risky
behavior, because those represent existing root factors that contribute to disengagement of
students over time. Additionally, because I would be studying my own practice and focusing on
incorporating SEL in my classroom, I looked for studies that indicated the kinds of instruction
that are effective for universal design practices, SEL and inclusion practices, secondary
implementation, best practices for teachers, effects of SEL in mathematics learning environments
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and to see if there was any research on evidence based best practices specific to secondary
education and my discipline.
This literature review addresses a few considerations that need to be taken into account.
First, social emotional learning is a broad topic and the focus of this review was to gather
evidence that either supports, or refutes, the benefits of using such practices in the classroom
setting. In addition, a second focus was to gather evidence that demonstrates that SEL is a
universal strategy used to enhance the positive outcomes for all secondary learners; it shows
benefits regardless of nationality, race, gender, age or socioeconomic status. The focus of the
literature review was not focused on elementary level programs or students, however, the
benefits and framework for successes was tied to some of the research. Finally, where possible,
the research regarding the best practices of SEL was correlated directly with the content area of
secondary mathematics.
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on social
emotional learning was included if it contained the following descriptors: Social emotional
learning, benefits of social emotional learning, best practices for social emotional learning,
proponents for and critics to social emotional learning, root causes of disengagement, stressors
among students, and Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL). This
search yielded literally hundreds of articles. In order to narrow my findings and make them more
specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on articles that discussed both
SEL and achievement gaps, Gen Z stressors, adolescents, adolescent brain development,
secondary education, engagement/disengagement factors for ninth graders, causes of student
trauma, social emotional needs of adolescents, effects of transition from middle school to high
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school, SEL effects in socioeconomic settings, SEL and educational equity, international
implementation of SEL and effects of SEL in the mathematics learning environment. I also
attempted to narrow down my results from studies conducted from 1994 to 2020. From there, I
looked for articles that supported sub-themes that emerged from the major articles in my
literature review. These sub-themes are: 1) Primary social emotional factors that benefit
inclusive education, 2) Best practices for using SEL to reduce the achievement gap in secondary
students, specifically the transition from eighth to ninth grade and 3) Benefits of SEL for
secondary mathematics students. For these sub-sections, I initially searched the EBSCO
database, Google Scholar, ERIC, JSTOR and various publisher’s sites from the Internet for
articles that met the keyword and phrase criteria listed above, along with a conducting a search
for books in the data base of the Hamersly Library at Western Oregon University. After finding
these books and articles, I hand-searched their reference lists as sources to find additional related
articles and books.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and
corresponding separation of research into the following major themes: descriptions of social
emotional learning, benefits, counter arguments, supports for inclusion, best practices, supports
for reducing the achievement gap/disengagement in secondary education, as well as root causes
therein, adolescent development and supports for secondary mathematics environment. I read
each article to determine how it fit within these broad thematic categories, and then, through a
process of reading and rereading for salient features of each study, I determined the subheadings
in the literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment of each theme and then to
systematically reduce broad understandings of Social Emotional Learning to specific
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understanding of how these themes are present in research of Social Emotional Learning as it
relates to secondary education.
Social Emotional Learning in the Secondary Environment
The call for tending to the social emotional needs of learners in this time of global
pandemic, societal lockdown and distance learning is immense. Stress among Gen Z is at an alltime high and many adolescents are struggling to know where to turn to make sense of their
futures (American Psychological Association, 2020). While currently exacerbated by modern
events, the stressors at any time for teens are still heightened. The ripple effect of disrupted
education in teens contributes to anxiety and an inability to make plans (American Psychological
Association, 2020). The consistency of the learning environment helps stabilize the daily routine
of adolescents (Benner et al., 2020). Four out of five Gen Z teens in school say that school
closures have had a negative impact in their lives leading to less motivation for school work, a
significant decrease in involvement, and an overall lack ability to concentrate (American
Psychological Association, 2020). As such, learners face unprecedented challenges in the
educational environment and are in great need of additional social emotional support during this
period of time.
Assisting in helping teens cope with the stressors, the Collaborative for Academic,
Social, and Emotional Learning, (CASEL), says that more than 30 States participate in some
form of social emotional learning in the academic setting and of those, 18 have standards for K12 learning. Twenty-five years young, the CASEL organization is regarded as the leading
authority for SEL standards and guidance. Social Emotional Learning is defined as “process of
acquiring and effectively applying the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to recognize
and manage emotions; developing caring and concerns for others; making responsible decisions;
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establishing positive relationships; and handling challenging situations capably” (Zins & Elias,
2007, p. 1). Many of the States that are actively integrating SEL into their school follow the
CASEL framework. This framework intertwines five areas of social competence. These areas are
as follows: Self-Awareness, Self-Management, Social Awareness, Relationship Skills and
Responsible Decision Making (Domitrovich et al., 2017). Proponents for SEL make the case that
for decades, educational policies focused too much on the academics of the learner, largely
ignoring the emotional component that comes along with learning (Zhao et al., 2020). As
research continues regarding the ripple effects of SEL among students, studies continue to find
that one of the best forecasting tools to estimate the positive outcomes of long-term progress was
the impact of the short term social emotional learning effects (Mahoney et al., 2018). In further
support of social emotional learning in schools, it has been shown that the early intervention
practices can aid learners in coping with and minimizing long term effects of negative behavior
and choices clear into early adulthood (Henry et al., 2011).
Over and over the research demonstrated that relationships are at the heart of social
emotional learning and further, it is regarded as a universal design for support. Both safety and
support, emotionally and physically, by adults contributed to a higher level of engagement and
effective learning among students. In addition, to be effective the implementation of SEL must
also be responsive, relevant and culturally sensitive (Newman and Moroney, 2019). Best
practices for SEL implementation in the classroom vary from school to school and critics argue
that the lack of consistent framework renders some attempts at SEL ineffective, if not harmful
(Shriver et al., 2020). However, while some arguments have merit, overall, the research
suggested that when done consistently and woven into the classroom setting, students were more
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likely to engage in school (Klem & Connell, 2004), show greater academic success and
decreased behavior issues (Brackett et al., 2019).
Educational institutions play a phenomenal role in both the academic and emotional
development of adolescents. If teachers gain insight and understanding of the psychological and
emotional needs of students, address and meet these needs in the classroom, then it should follow
that the academic achievement should increase. While there exist numerous factors outside the
walls of the learning environment that would prevent a teacher from meeting every social
emotional requirement, making connections with students, providing motivation, relevance and
building efficacy are within the realm of possibility. Understanding more about how to build the
bridges to make those social emotional connections is what this action research project will
pursue. In learning more about the student perspective, teachers can provide a greater
contribution to the positive outcomes of learners.
Research Studies
This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
the sub-themes. First, I discuss what social emotional learning is and the primary social
emotional constructs that benefit inclusive education and responsive classrooms. Second, I
consider research on how social emotional learning can help reduce the achievement gap and
disengagement in secondary students. Studies indicate the transition from middle school to high
school is a critical time of decline in learners. If SEL can help bridge that gap, students have a
greater chance at a positive outcome. Finally, I look at research regarding SEL specific to
secondary mathematics because I am currently teaching ninth grade math at the high school
level. I have a great interest in finding out more about how to increase engagement and help
close the achievement gaps for all students by implementing more SEL in my environment.
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A Review of Social Emotional Learning and Inclusive Education Practices
There are a great many challenges that students face in the modern age. Whether it stems
from trauma, to lack of support in the home environment, to global pandemics or political
stressors, the student of today faces a great deal of psychological and emotional challenges that is
unlike their parents’ academic experience. Much of this is attributed to a web of influence and
unfettered access to media through the internet and various forms of technologies. In many areas
there is less support and opportunity for character development through institutions that may
have previously supported such growth (Durlak et al., 2017). For the adolescent learner, this lack
of overall support comes at a time when the brain is experiencing critical development. In a
report written to the National Academy of Sciences by Bradford Brown, the adolescent desires to
stand out, to fit in, to measure up and to take hold (Institute of Medicine, 2011). Add to that other
factors such as learning disabilities, socioeconomic disparity, marginality among learners and
increasing mental health issues among teenagers and one may conclude that the battle for a
positive secondary outcome is all but lost.
Jones and Khan (2017) write about the inability to cope with chronic stress factors and
the lasting health impacts it has on physical and mental well-being of learners. As scholastic
institutions, we have a clear opportunity to aid in the success of the secondary learner. With 40 –
60 % of US high school learners across all types of institutions chronically disconnected (Klem
& Connell, 2004) research shows that negative outcomes are prevalent and linked to such
disengagement. The effects of the disengagement include substance abuse, delinquency, teen
pregnancy, violence, increased school dropout rates and more (Payne et al., 2003; SimonsMorton, 2004). It would seem given the association between the two that promoting positive
behaviors would have a reverse effect. A powerful aide in that effort is the ability for SEL to be
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integrated into the core elements of instruction within the learning environment (Sklad et al.,
2012). The evidence of the positive benefits of social emotional learning for all students holds
promise that it can be effective across all platforms of learners.
Social emotional learning helps pave the path for creating a better classroom culture, thus
paving smoother paths to better behavior, deeper learning, cross cultural understanding, positive
academic performance and more. It transcends diversity, marginalized learners, and is a
cornerstone in helping provide for inclusion and inclusive practices in the classroom. SEL
supports inclusion strategies in the classroom through promotion of universal design of learning,
teaching learning strategies and self-analysis, incorporating life skills training, student
collaboration and behavior management (Martinez, R., 2020). Relationships are at the heart of
the integration. While there are many manifestations of social emotional learning in the academic
environment, research shows that it is a universal model through which to develop socialemotional capability (Newman & Moroney, 2019).
International research shows that SEL interventions affect both students considered at
risk and not at risk (Sklad et al., 2012). Regarding students with learning disabilities, SEL best
practices layer quite well best practices of teaching students with learning disabilities. Ideas such
as partnering with families and developing goals to support student academics pair perfectly with
addressing social and emotional growth. It has roots within inclusive education and is a crucial
component of the whole school support process (Cefai and Cavioni, 2014). Moreover, social
emotional learning interventions that are complete and connect academic and social components
have the best opportunity to aid students with learning disabilities (Cavioni et al., 2017). A
public health strategy for promoting social and emotional competence should be provided in
school settings K-12 as the amount of time students spend in the learning environment is great
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(Domitrovich et al., 2017). While there are systemic factors that play into an effective SEL block
chain of support, the heart of SEL success lies within integrated routines of educational practice.
Motivation factors fostered by the teacher-student relationship has the ability to bear
much fruit when cultivated and nurtured. Social-cognitive and self-efficacy theories cite that
positive relationships with teachers lead to a more positive connection with school, and thus
improves behavior and social engagement in school (Ryan et al., 1994). The attachment theory
supports this idea citing that positive student-teacher relationships that resemble a parent-child
relationship allow for students to face and meet challenges that the school environment presents
(Yang et al., 2018).
The CASEL framework, as it is called, takes into account much of what has been stated
above. They advocate that social emotional learning is at the core of fostering the whole student.
It is at the heart of the aforementioned five core competency domains, curriculum and
instruction, policies practices and school climate as well as family and community partnerships
(Durlak et al., 2017, p. 7). Based on the readings, it is not a surprise that when implemented with
fidelity, using evidence-based practices and whole hearted institutional adoption that the results
can be overwhelmingly positive for learners.
A Review of Social Emotional Learning and the Student Achievement Gap
Using the metric of disengagement of high school students, and drawing connections to
personal or academic negative outcomes, will likely not surprise anyone teaching at the
secondary level. Over and over teachers heartbreakingly see teens withdraw, begin substance
abuse routines, make choices that are not beneficial to their future and subsequently disengage in
the social and academic environment. Regarding this topic, questions that researchers seek to
answer revolve around questions of when this starts, why this happens, what factors lead to the
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series of choices and moreover, what can be employed to undo the spiral? In addition, what role
can academic institutions play in becoming better at supporting the learner population to
circumvent this negative spiral of events? These are just a few of the wide-ranging wonderings
that confound teachers and researchers.
There are many reasons that students will experience stressors that lead to
disengagement. Starting at an early age, stress and trauma can start to have an effect on
development (Baker et al., 2003). Subsequently, due to its toxic nature, trauma has an effect on
both learning, the brain, and social development. Educational institutions need to be prepared to
support students, even when the cause of the trauma is unknown (Souers and Hall, 2016).
Because trauma is caused by a myriad of factors and shows causality to detrimental aspects of
development that lead to behavior issues, learning disabilities and social development, it is a
topic worthy of addressing within the context of social emotional learning in the classroom. Each
of the aforementioned have been linked to disengagement factors that lead to negative outcomes
for learners. A look at some of the factors and timing of the disconnection are considered next.
Two significant noteworthy transitions for learners are the changes between elementary
and middle grades and, subsequently, the middle grades into high school. Quantifying school
detachment factors serve as an effective early warning sign for educators. It has been noted that
the highest failure rate in secondary is ninth grade and is a significant indicator of negative
outcomes (Southern Regional Education Board, 2005). Dropout is undeniably related to school
disengagement and tied to problem behaviors even into early adulthood (Henry et al., 2011).
Thus, an unsuccessful transition can be problematic and the ripple effect has the ability to derail
a student for years beyond the transition. A negative experience increases the chances of dropout.
However, if a student is successful in their ninth-grade year, the chances of both enjoyment in
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the experience and a successful outcome are greatly increased, (McIntosh and White, 2006), they
form longer lasting attachments and are more likely to graduate from high school (Kerr, 2002).
Rather than isolated efforts, a systemic program has been met with greater success in
promoting and achieving effective transition for students (Smith, 1997; Domitrovich et al., 2017;
Yang, 2018). When this facilitation of transition includes parents, teachers, administration,
support staff, other caretakers and students, it is much easier to identify a broader palette of
transitional concerns. Each stakeholder has a lens upon which they are viewing the academic
promotion. Understanding what is important to which stakeholder can aid in meeting the needs
of the student network during this time. It should come as no surprise that both parents and
students had different areas of concern when moving from middle grades to high school. In a
study conducted by Akos and Galassi (2004) students identified homework (35%) as a top
stressor for transition. In addition, social adjustments such as peer network issues (25%) and
grades (16%) were at the high end of concerns. Parents, on the other hand, identified homework
(24%), academic issues (20%) and time management (16%) as their top concerns. Adding in
concerns from teachers, all three groups specifically indicated that making social connections for
learners was among top concerns. It follows that creating a culture to help students in their
transition is critical to chances of success.
Addressing these transitions as a classroom instructor and placing a primary focus on the
needs of the learner could produce positive results for teachers. Creating greater support in the
classroom can be fostered by first recognizing the transitional needs of the student and how they
differ from the perceptions of the teacher. Given evidence of social emotional learning strategies
working across multiple demographics of students, it would be reasonable to assume that
bridging the self-identified concerns of students using social emotional learning infused into the
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classroom routine should also assist in decreasing the transition gap across many student
demographics. In a study conducted by Benner and Graham (2009) one of the main principles
that aided in diminishing the achievement gap was transitional support. One of the highlighted
factors that showed more positive outcomes for African American and Latino students in ninthgrade was when a close student – teacher relationship was built. In addition, opportunities for
intergroup relationships across ethnicities improved feelings and belongingness of all students. In
fact, as students report that social adjustments are a primary concern in the transition from
middle to high school, studies find that one of the greatest influences on student achievement are
student-teacher relationships, having an effect size of 0.72 (Hattie, 2009). Students that feel safe
and supported, who have positive relationships with trusted adults perform better, feel like they
belong and are less aggressive and defiant in the learning environment. Positive teacher-student
connections are critical components of the success of learners (Newman and Moroney, 2019).
Building and fostering student-teacher relationships play a significant role in closing the
achievement gap among all students (Durlak et al., 2017). Highly effective student-teacher
relationships include characteristics and evidence of significant levels of sensitivity and
emotional connection coupled with diminished negativity and conflict (Domitrovich et al., 2017).
Brain science studies show evidence that positive relationships build motivation, create
safe spaces for learning, build new pathways for learning, improve student behavior (Kaufman,
T., 2021). Best practices with this domain include giving praise for working hard, laughing in
class, using when-then sentences, asking about hobbies and interests of students, showing
empathy and sharing feelings with students and modeling positive behavior (Kaufman, 2021)
and further, show students you care, develop mutual trust and consider student perspectives
(Doerr, 2020). Other noted strategies that help build positive relationships with students include
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believing that all students can succeed, saying hello and goodbye to every student, every day,
providing students with choice and accepting student and their mistakes (Tuio, 2019).
It is clear throughout the documentation and literature reviewed that healthy studentteacher relationships immensely impact the reduction of transition anxiety and aide to minimize
the achievement gap for students moving from middle grades to high school environments.
While it is not the only variable present in success of students, it remains a large part of the
puzzle. Evidence shows that these relationships provide a pathway to increase student success
and positive outcomes regardless of socioeconomic status, gender, race, learning disability,
nationality or subject matter taught.
A Review of Social Emotional Learnings and Mathematics
Mathematics has been identified as an area where many students struggle with up to a
reported 60% of students unqualified to take a community college mathematics course, based on
their placement tests (Wolpert, 2018). Even four years prior the aforementioned article was
written, Lloyd (2014) reported as much as 60% of students intending to study STEM
consequently transfer out of their majors according to a study done at the University of
California Los Angeles. Mathematically affluent in high school, many of the students were met
with challenges in post-secondary education and quite literally gave up, citing they simply
believed they were not as good at math as they previously thought. Much speculation has been
made regarding the reasons behind the downturn in the last decades. Regarding high school
students, achievement gaps continue to widen in low socioeconomic students, black and
Hispanic groups, in comparison with their peers, and the United States lags behind several other
countries with regards to mathematical and scientific fluency (National Science Foundation,
2018). Reasons provided as potential causes include teaching practices relying on procedural
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fluency, rather a lack of relating the mathematics to practical real-world experiences (Wolpert,
2018). Memorization and rote learning leading students to memorize facts and functions to attain
an answer, taking away the exploration of finding the mathematical process, is said to contribute
to the issue (Lloyd, 2014). The way mathematics is taught in comparison to other countries is
also cited as a reason, with the United States placing 31 in math literacy out of 79 countries in a
st

recent international exam (Richards, 2020). Many institutions and organizations, including the
government, have begun interventions over the past decade attempting to increase the interest in
STEM fields, placing a great emphasis on increasing these areas of study.
In the classroom, the methods in teaching mathematics have shifted over the past 20
years. As science learned more about adolescent development and learner needs, certain
standards were put into place in an attempt to address the achievement gap in mathematics. The
introduction of the Common Core State Standards Initiative infused this idea of developing wellrounded mathematics students and include the following eight mathematics practice standards in
their framework (Common Core, 2020):
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others
4. Model with mathematics
5. Use appropriate rules strategically
6. Attend to precision
7. Look for and make use of structure
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning
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This model attempted to create a consistent framework from which all states could function and
thus mathematical practices would have an anchor from which to operate.
Table 1
Comparison: Standard Mathematical Practice and Social Emotional Learning Competency
Standard Mathematical Practice

Social Emotional Learning Competency

1, 4, 7, 8

Self-Awareness: The ability to accurately recognize
one’s emotions and thoughts and their influence on
behavior. This includes accurately assessing one’s
strengths and limitations and possessing a well-grounded
sense of confidence and optimism.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Self-Management: The ability to regulate one's
emotions, thoughts, and behaviors effectively in different
situations. This includes managing stress, controlling
impulses, motivating oneself, and setting and working
toward achieving personal and academic goals.
1, 3, 6
Social awareness: The ability to take the perspective of
and empathize with others from diverse backgrounds and
cultures, to understand social and ethical norms for
behavior, and to recognize family, school, and
community resources and supports.
3
Relationship skills: The ability to establish and maintain
healthy and rewarding relationships with diverse
individuals and groups. This includes communicating
clearly, listening actively, cooperating, resisting
inappropriate social pressure, negotiating conflict
constructively, and seeking and offering help when
needed.
5
Responsible decision making: The ability to make
constructive and respectful choices about personal
behavior and social interactions based on consideration
of ethical standards, safety concerns, social norms, the
realistic evaluation of consequences of various actions,
and the wellbeing of self and others.
Note: Table reference Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, 2017
While these standards addressed the rote learning that was so prevalent in mathematical
teaching practices decades ago the evidence shows that even with such a change, secondary
mathematics in the United States have remained flat with regards to metrically increasing
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achievement numbers (National Science Foundation, 2018). Missing from the standards are the
emotional connections that are needed for students to succeed, not just in mathematics, but in
any subject matter.
As mentioned in a previous section, best practices for teachers helping to decrease the
achievement gap in any content area include providing a safe place for students to explore and
express their learning, as well as, building a positive connection with students, enabling them to
develop social emotional core competencies. These competencies fall in natural alignment with
the mathematics practice standards, as Table 1 illustrates.
Explicitly infusing and weaving both the mathematics standard together with the core
competencies of social emotional learning have the ability to create a learning environment
conducive to learning. When high quality teaching is already present, only minor modifications
to structure are generally needed for added success. Teaching mathematics is not only what is
taught, but it is about how it is taught and further, how the students are engaged (The University
of Texas Dana Center, 2020a).
With approaches to education breaking away from rote memorization and moving toward
practices that engage the student’s inquiry, imagination, foster group problem solving, reinforce
perseverance for more cognitive demanding tasks and higher order thinking, shifting the
paradigm for effective mathematics practices will take some effort. However, there are clear
connections that show social emotional learning is a critical element to bridging the pathways to
success in mathematics practice, and it is doing so across all demographics of learners (The
University of Texas Dana Center, 2020a).
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Summary
The literature reviewed here indicated that social emotional learning, when applied with
fidelity, consistency and in a manner that is systemic throughout the K-12 environment can have
a positive ripple effect that is seen into early adulthood. The topic has been studied across
sociodemographic, geographic and economic strata and findings are similar with regards to
providing inclusive benefits to learners. While many reasons are discussed as to why the social
and emotional component is needed in the education setting, no single root cause for SEL has
been found to be an overarching catalyst in any of the studies reviewed. Major benefits to
successful implementation of social emotional learning surround academic achievement, success
in post-secondary future endeavors, an increase in positive life choices and overall well-being.
A repeated key factor for success widespread in the literature review was the association
of a positive teacher-student relationship. The age at which this relationship was fostered and
maintained was not a factor as the benefits were consistent. However, in more critical times of
transition distress (elementary to middle and middle to high school), the teacher-student
relationship was critical to reducing the achievement gap. Though students, parents and teachers
had differing concerns during these transition periods, the teacher-student relationships that were
fostered and maintained in these periods nurtured greater positive outcomes.
Success in social emotional implementation in the mathematics classroom goes hand in
hand with the common core mathematics standards. Implemented in isolated instances, the
learning is not shown to be as productive as if it were woven into the curriculum and consistently
practiced. Identifying and addressing student needs, creating a culturally responsive
environment, following warm demanding practices and providing a learning environment where
students are actively engaged in mathematics will greatly enhance social emotional learning
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opportunities and allow the CASEL framework to be implemented. With social emotional
learning at the center of educational practices, positive student outcomes have been shown to
increase.
Given the findings of this literature review, the next chapter will explain the methods and
procedures that I used to study social emotional learning in my own practice. Because of the
literature reviewed, areas of interest included identifying areas where social emotional learning
could be used to enhance inclusive practices, could be utilized in reducing the achievement gap
and disengagement between eighth and ninth grade, and finally what social emotional practices
could aid in fostering more self-efficacy in the mathematics environment.
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Chapter 3
Research Methods

Overview
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts,
journaling, charting, and a review of lessons and observations as a means of data collection. I
began with a review of action research principles to establish the foundation for this study’s
method of inquiry. Second, I reviewed the choices and purposes of data collection that helped to
highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I detailed my context
for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and trustworthiness of
the data, and acknowledged my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I presented the procedures
used for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and
adjustments made to my instruction as I implemented this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was social emotional learning. Specifically, I examined how
my implementation of social emotional learning, with regards to supporting an inclusive
environment, had changed over the course of my teaching, where it supported the reductions of
disengagement and thus the achievement gap between eighth and ninth grade according to best
practices found in the literature review, and finally, how my use of social emotional learning
language could have helped generate greater self-efficacy in the mathematics learning
environment. This focus aligned with the INTASC Standards for teacher professional
development, in particular, standards 1: Learner Development, standard 2: Learning Differences,
and 3: Learning Environments. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line
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with INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My
purpose of this study was to evaluate what I do in the learning environment to infuse social
emotional learning into my teaching. The research question (s) for this study were:
1. How has my implementation of social emotional practices changed to support inclusive
practices in the learning environment? I generated a specific list of practices I utilize to
provide for an inclusive environment as well as identified areas where I might make
improvements in my teaching. Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to
test what purposeful language and actions were built into my teaching routines.
2. How does my teaching reflect what the literature states are best practices for teacherstudent relationships? I paired specific relationship building practices infused into the
learning environment with best practices that have been identified in the literature review.
These practices focused on reducing the achievement gap in ninth graders. Data gathered
from this question was used to validate the best practices for which relationship building
was used within the learning environment.
3. What social emotional learning practices are used to help students in the mathematics
environment? I learned more about what I do to support students in their quest for selfefficacy. Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to describe the ways in
which I empower students and to look for other methods that may prove successful.
INTASC Standards
INTASC stands for Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium. They were
developed with teacher candidates in mind to help ensure that the knowledge of what teachers
should know, and be able to do, is outlined and explicit. It is intended to help aspiring teachers
reach their goal of being ready to successfully transition into a teaching position. As a candidate,
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the standards are in place to help assist and provide consistency in teaching practices for any
district. There are 10 standards that focus on the knowledge, dispositions, and skills expected of
effective teachers. Having the list available serves as an excellent touchstone when lesson
planning or giving the ability for new instructors to recenter their practice. It will remind them of
what teachers should know, how they should perform, and the necessary disposition for effective
teaching.
The INTASC standards that most directly connect to my action research study are
standards one, two and three. They are as follows:
1. Learner development. The teacher understands how students learn and how they
develop. Teachers apply this understanding to each student in the context of the student’s
cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional, and physical abilities, because they understand
that students’ abilities differ. Teachers respect these student differences and leverage
differences to allow all students to reach their full potential, focusing on and drawing out
their individual strengths. Teachers actively take responsibility for their students’ growth
and development, receiving input from and collaborating with families, colleagues, and
other professionals (Lynch, 2018).
This standard fit well with my third research question. It allowed me to focus on
understanding self-efficacy in my learners so as to recognize how I could support them
through empowerment strategies. By doing so, self-efficacy towards mathematics and
learning is increased, further increasing chances of positive outcomes.
2. Learning differences. The teacher understands individual differences in culture,
language, and socioeconomic status of his or her students, incorporating them in teaching
to create inclusive learning plans. Teachers use this understanding to adapt their lesson
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plan content and delivery to ensure that they promote and encourage diversity,
particularly for students who have special needs. Teachers respect these individual
differences, believe that all students can achieve at high levels, make students feel valued,
and assist students in realizing their full potential (Lynch, 2018).
This standard fit well with research question number one. It allowed me to look at
my practice and recognize, improve up on and find areas where I was able to incorporate
more inclusive teaching and build a more culturally responsive classroom. By doing so I
was able to meet more social and emotional needs of students, helping them work toward
some of the five core competencies outlined by CASEL.
3. Learning environments. The teacher understands how to develop and provide
supportive learning environments for his or her students. Teachers apply this
understanding to create activities that facilitate both individual and collaborative learning,
while also promoting positive social interaction between students of different
backgrounds. Teachers value their students’ input, allowing them opportunities to provide
input, and listening attentively and responsively. Teachers support students in developing
self-motivation, assisting them with problem solving, decision making, and exploration
within a safe and validating environment. Teachers also engage appropriately with local
and global communities to provide diverse learning environment opportunities for all
students (Lynch, 2018).
This standard fit well with my second research question. I was able to identify
actions that showed how relationship building practices are infused into the learning
environment are not isolated incidents for students, as relationships have been shown to
reduce the achievement gap.
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Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study.
Professional development opportunities for teachers do not often meet the needs and
requirements of teachers. They often reflect a passive style of learning (Gould, 2008). It is
important for teachers to have the opportunity to study their own practice to better be able to
align their teaching with best practices in efforts to improve. While this study finds application in
problem solving, it can also be effective for improvement practice (Action Research Definition
2015).
Action research helps teachers in five specific ways. According to LeGeros (2018), it can
power professional growth, make changes manageable, promote collaboration, power systems
changes and love to be shared. Action research follows practical cycles of research; Reflect,
Plan, Act, Observe, Repeat (Valencia College TLA, 2020). Though this process that the social
emotional practices revealed will enable me to create and facilitate a classroom that is more
inclusive, better able to work toward closing the achievement gap for ninth graders at our high
school and promote an environment that will benefit the mathematics learners.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
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an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provides answers
pertinent to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help
you answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools
related to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following
four characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of
students, 2) comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against
themselves both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be
examined were identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and
connected to the research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different
aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak and Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was
studying my own practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the
“spiraling nature” of data collection in action research (Padak and Padak, 1994). By focusing on
data in connection to my research questions, my attention turned to other pieces of data that
emerged in relation to my questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the
study as they had relevance to my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on social emotional learning, I chose to collect data
that would provide information about how my practice, and the interventions I identified, aligned
with the research topic. The types of data I chose to collect are described next.
Lesson Plans
The first type of data was derived from my lesson plans and lessons, both formal and
informal. Through careful review of my documentation, I was able to identify social emotional
practices used in the classroom. From this I was able to generate a list and identify any trends in
my practice. Comparing my efforts to effective practices of an inclusive classroom, best
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practices and practices in a mathematics classroom. My hope is that social emotional practices
are evident, that a trend of use, types of use and growth over time will be revealed. This
collection method fit well with my objective and learning target and assisted in identifying
patterns in my practice.
Observation Commentary
The second type of data I collected reflected how my teaching compares to best practices
for social emotional learning, how it has changed over time and how my practices became more
aligned to best practices discovered in my literature review. One way this was accomplished was
to review the notes from my field observations. From there, I was able to compare my practices
to best practices. In this, I became more aware of my language and actions. This collection
method fit well with my objective and learning target for tracking actions taken.
Journaling
The third type of data I collected reflected both the language and actions taken to help
validate students as they grow in the mathematics environment. Because self-efficacy and
growth are a multi-year process for student development, practices were compared to effective
practices found in research from the University of Texas, noted in the literature review. After
Algebra classes, I would journal notes regarding thoughts on class proceedings. This collection
method fit well with my objective for noting my efforts towards enhancing student
empowerment and SEL best practices for mathematics aligned with Standards Mathematics
Practices in the learning environment.
Context of the Study
The study was conducted at a large high school in a more rural part of Southern Oregon.
In 2020, the town had a reported population of 23,995 with surrounding areas contributing
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roughly 15,000 more to the base from which the district serves students. Student enrollment as of
October 1, 2019 was 1,563 that spanned grades 9 through 12. It is classified as a 6A high school.
According to the 2018-2019 report card published by the Oregon Department of Education,
approximately 45% of students receive free and/or reduced-price meals, approximately 10% of
students are reported as students with disabilities, 77% of the student population is reported as
White, 2% American Indian, 2% Asian, 12% Hispanic, 1% Black, and 7% Multiracial. Less than
5% of the learners are Ever English learners. There are 74 teachers (93% are licensed with 3 or
more years of experience), 20 Educational assistants, 6 counselors, 4 Vice Principals and 1
Principal, who has been with the school for five years. the average class size was 23, with 75%
regular attenders and 90% on track to graduate. In addition, the on-time graduation rate was
listed as 76% with 5-year completion reported at 87%. It offers numerous Advanced Placement
courses and dual enrollment courses through partnerships with local community colleges and
four-year universities. AP courses include Calculus, European History, US History, US
Government, Spanish, German, English Literature, Biology, Dual-enrollment courses, Precalculus, calculus, world languages, Medical Terminology, Composition, several social studies
courses, art courses, and numerous career and technical education courses. In this scope, there
are many programs of study in which students can earn dual credit and advanced certificates:
woods, welding, business, drafting, early childhood education, culinary arts, hospitality and
tourism, manufacturing, agriculture, automotive and health care courses.
There are over 40 academic and after school clubs and activities, such as the following:
National Honor Society, Interact Club, Altrusa, Key Club, World Language Club, Robotics,
Math Club, Drama Club, Clay Club, Future Farmers of America, Future Business Leaders of
America, Family, Career and Community Leaders of America, Skills USA, Unified Special
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Olympics and more. Throughout the year students create new clubs and organizations to meet
their diverse interests and needs. The school offers 19 OSAA athletic team sports and several
club sports. Community outreach includes Student Showcase, College and Career Workshops,
Evening of Excellence, Open House and Parent Teacher Conferences and Theatrical and Musical
events (Oregon Department of Education, 2019).
Within the school, there are planned learning communities in place for incoming ninth
graders. Students usually remain in cohorts throughout their ninth-grade year in school and
several supports are in place to work toward a successful transfer year including the 9th grade
success team, in which I participate.
Regarding the mathematics department, there are thirteen math instructors offering
courses that range from Ramp Up to Algebra to AP Calculus. Because of Covid-19, the courses
are restructured to allow for a block schedule to fit the guidelines suggested by the Oregon
Department of Education regarding the Comprehensive Distance Learning plan. Students are
placed in one of two courses; either a course that spans the entire year with built in supports or a
course that is completed and terminated at the semester break. For a course that spans the entire
year, students earn two credits; one credit for the designated course content and one credit for
elective. For courses that terminate a semester, one credit for the designated course content is
earned. Each period is 90 minutes long and there are four designated periods throughout the day
in which students attend class online. Curriculum is delivered electronically through the use of
Zoom and the learning platform Canvas Learning Management System. Format of the
curriculum within the context of the course is designated by the instructor, however, the
platforms through which all delivery runs are the two aforementioned.
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This is my third full time year working with an emergency license at the high school and,
as a Master’s candidate, I am completing both my student teaching and coursework while
working full time. The past two years I have taught multiple periods of Algebra 1, Algebra 1
Strategies and Ramp Up to Algebra. This year, I am one of two teachers that instructs Ramp Up
to Algebra and one of five instructors that teaches Algebra 1. Within Algebra 1, I am one of three
instructors that teaches the semester format.
The current class congruent to the study of my teaching habits was Algebra 1. There are
two sections of Algebra 1 and over the course of the study they have been run concurrently
(classes blended into one) and separately (classes broken into separate periods) due to learning
formats changing from a Comprehensive Distance Learning format to a Hybrid instructional
format. Because of the uncertainty of returning to Comprehensive Distance Learning, I have
chosen to utilize data from both sections of the class. In addition, the nature of the gender of each
section is either predominantly male or predominantly female. Combining the data provides a
more balanced representation of students and provides a statistically significant number from
which to work.
Collectively, between the two courses, there are a total of thirty-two students. This
population includes seventeen male students, fourteen female students and one non-binary
student, thirty-one of whom are ninth graders and one student which is a tenth grader. There is
one student on a 504 plan and one student on an IEP plan. There are zero English Language
Learners, current or post-monitored, zero TAG students, eight of the students participate in the
online only platform and twenty-four participate in the in-class learning.
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Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher.
While I have been teaching for over twenty years in an adult education setting, this is my
third full time year working with an emergency license at the high school. Prior to working at the
high school, I spent two years substitute teaching at the elementary, middle and high school
level. As a master’s candidate, I am completing both my student teaching and coursework this
year. I am one of two teachers that instructs Ramp Up to Algebra and one of five instructors that
teaches Algebra 1. Of the five instructors teaching Algebra 1, I am one of two that has taught it
more than twice. The other three instructors are either in their first or second year teaching this
specific curriculum or are new to teaching. Within Algebra 1, I am one of three instructors that
teaches the semester format due to Covid-19 formatting. For purposes of this action research
project, the course relevant to data collection is Algebra 1.
Within the Algebra 1 curricular team we follow a specific curriculum provided by the
District in which we work. As a curricular team we meet once a week and discuss logistics and
issues, plan for future classes, pacing, communicate successes and frustrations and collaborate on
future units. This particular year presents a set of challenges not seen before in education. As
such, our team is working diligently to transfer course content to a platform called Desmos, build
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in universal supports for students, follow standards and continue to deliver quality educational
opportunities for students in accordance with the Oregon Department of Education Covid-19
guidelines.
As we work primarily with ninth graders, the aforementioned concerns surrounding
disengagement and achievement gap were already in place before Covid-19 became a part of the
world focus. The traditional methods used to engage students within the educational setting have
been rewritten to fit the needs of online and hybrid learning platforms. We continue to invent
new ways and utilize existing methods to deliver the content with fidelity and creativity. It would
not be unreasonable to state that the nature of education is in the middle of a great paradigm
shift. It is difficult, frightening and exciting to be learning, working and observing at this
juncture. The need for studying social emotional learning and strategies that are effective in the
learning environment, online or otherwise, could not come at a better time.
How I Studied My Teaching
In context of looking for answers to my research questions, I looked to and reflected on
my time teaching while concurrently taking classes in the MAT program at Western Oregon
University. As I have grown as a teacher, tightened up my teaching practices, moved from a
more direct type of teaching to inquiry based and active, total participation models of instruction,
my ability to connect with students has grown. I have had the support and benefit of supervisors
and teaching peers watch my classes, offer advice, participate in co-teaching practices and assist
in helping me grow as an educator. To say I am blessed to have landed at the school I am at
would be an understatement. My experience coupled with my coursework at Western Oregon
University has been well aligned. The coupling of the programs has enabled me to craft research
questions that greatly benefit my learning environment and students that transition into my class.
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They allowed me to improve my practice, better serve my students, better serve my community
and expand my range of experiences.
When gathering and studying the data from lessons and lesson plans, observation
commentaries, and journaling, I was able to identify language, actions and social emotional
practices that promoted social emotional learning. From this I was able to generate a list and
identify any trends that existed. Comparing my efforts to effective practices of an inclusive
classroom revealed how they are interwoven into my environment. In addition, I reflected how
my teaching compares to best practices for social emotional learning according to what was
discovered in my literature review. To do this, I journaled, reviewed lesson plans, and reviewed
the notes from my field observations. From there, I was able to compare my practices to best
practices. In this, I became more aware of my language and actions. This collection method fit
well with my objective and learning target for tracking actions taken. Finally, I collected and
documented my practices that supported both Social Emotional Learning and Standards
Mathematics Practices that assist student growth in the mathematics environment. Because much
of this development revolves around actions and speech, data sets included lesson plans,
journaling, observations and/or interviews with my field supervisor and mentor. Because selfefficacy and growth are a multi-year process for student development, my practices were
compared to best effective practices in the research for alignment purposes. This collection
method fit well with my objective for noting my efforts towards student empowerment in the
mathematics learning environment. The format in which the teaching was delivered, while
considered a limitation, would not be a critical factor in the data collection as the platforms used
to deliver the lessons were congruent whether the students were in Comprehensive Distance
Learning or whether they were in the Hybrid model of education.
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Credibility
Validity and reliability are important aspects of social research and can be accounted for
in a variety of ways (Torrance, 2012). Validity, the quality of being logically sound, and
reliability, the degree to which accuracy can be considered dependable, are components of
credibility, the quality of being trusted or believed in. Eisner (1991) believes that credibility of
qualitative research is grown through a “confluence of evidence” that includes multiple types of
data (p. 110). Validity of research is one component of providing credibility and can be done
through triangulation of data (Lather, 1991). Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCesno, Blythe, and
Neville (2014) explain that one method of triangulation is method triangulation which includes
using multiple methods of data collection. This is similar to Eisner’s method of structural
corroboration (1991). Eisner (1991) also believes that getting input and opinions from others in
the same field serves as a means of consensual validation. This helps to further demonstrate
credibility.
In my research, I used multiple methods of data collection. These different methods
served as method triangulation based on the explanation from Carter et al. (2014). The methods
of data collection were through analyzing lesson plans crafted while in my program and teaching
full time, analyzing my journal entries regarding my daily teaching practices and taking into
account the observation commentaries which reflected the views of others besides myself. This
allowed me to analyze the data through differing means to ensure that I was correctly
interpreting the data, as well resulting in “a broader understanding of the phenomenon” (Carter et
al., 2014, p. 546). In addition, to further strengthen my credibility, I also used member checks to
provide a form of consensual validation. These member checks were conducted with the
assistance of my member check team.
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Chapter 4
Presentation of Research and Findings
Overview
The data collected, organized and analyzed to evaluate the research questions presented
in Chapter 3 represents the changes in my classroom practices while teaching between the fall of
2019 and spring of 2021. During this time span I was employed as a full-time teacher on
emergency license, working towards the completion of my Masters of Arts in Teaching (MAT):
Initial Licensure with a Basic Mathematics endorsement at Western Oregon University (WOU).
The lens upon which the data was processed revolved around the following three research
questions: 1) How has my implementation of social emotional practices changed to support
inclusive practices in the learning environment, 2) how does my teaching reflect what the
literature states are best practices for teacher-student relationships, and 3) what social emotional
learning practices are used to help students in the mathematics environment? The primary goal of
conducting action research was to study my own teaching practices and be able to answer the
questions presented above. In doing this, no student work or comments were analyzed and thus
no approval through an IRB board was necessary for the study. The classes in focus for my
teaching included two sections of Algebra 1, comprised primarily of 9th grade students.
INTASC standard #9 states, “the teacher engages in ongoing professional learning and
uses evidence to continually evaluate their practice, particularly the effects of their choices and
actions on others (learners, families, and other professionals, and the community), and adapts
practice to meet the needs of each learner.” Aligning INTASC standards with my own teaching
philosophy, this project further illuminates the ideals of being a lifelong learner, continuing to
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evaluate my profession and practices for growth opportunities and being a model for students
with regards to displaying an ongoing growth mindset.
Findings presented in this chapter have been cultivated from three grouped sources. The
first source is the lesson plans that have been created and captured during the specified time
frame. These lessons have been uploaded and curated through the DESMOS learning platform,
formally written for use with in-class evaluations or have been formally written for the mock and
actual edTPA. The second source comes from observation commentaries that span the time
frames of student teaching in winter to spring 2021, written by my University Supervisor and
Cooperating Teacher. Lastly, data was collected from my own journaling notes and served as a
reflection tool regarding teaching practices.
In reviewing each of these groups of data, I first gathered and then organized each group
of data. I assigned a color to each research question and upon review of the groups, applied the
color to corresponding evidence found in the research data groups. I was more easily able to
identify practices and trends emerging from the color coding. From the qualitative data I was
able to derive some quantitative data, finding frequencies within my practice. Thus, the
organization of this chapter is captured in three sections according to the research questions.
Each section has subsections relating to the findings from the different data group described
above.
Data Analysis of Research Question 1
Analysis of ‘how my implementation of social emotional practices changed to support
inclusive practices in the learning environment’ was the first area of review. It addressed
research question number one and aligned with INTASC standard number two; Learning
Differences. Making sure my criteria aligned with effective practices for both social emotional
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learning and inclusive classroom practices, I reviewed lesson plans, then observation materials,
and finally my own journal, to identify where and how the implementation of social emotional
practices supported inclusive classrooms.
Lesson Plans
I looked back at the lesson plans constructed during the MAT program to identify both
growth and development with regards to references to social emotional learning and inclusive
practices. In total, there were 10 learning segments that were developed. These lessons were used
for MAT class examples, formal observations, the mock edTPA and the real edTPA and written
in fall 2019, spring 2020, fall 2020 and spring 2021. After printing out each lesson plan, I
reviewed and chose which learning segment represented the core of the learning group and used
that as a focus lesson. I then reviewed each focus lesson three times. The first review,
highlighted in pink, noted inclusive practices that were present in the written planning. Specific
practices looked for included evidence of Universal Design of Learning planning, opportunities
for collaboration, areas of encouragement for self-analysis and a diversity in demonstration of
learning and finally, any evidence of life skills learning or opportunities for independence. The
type of inclusive practice was noted with a capital letter beside it for easier identification. For
example, the letter ‘U’ was placed next to highlighted evidence of Universal Design of Learning
Practices. The letter ‘C’ was used for collaboration, ‘D’ was used to denote diversity in the
opportunities for demonstrate learning and finally, ‘L’ was used to denote life skills or
encouragement for independence. The second review, highlighted in yellow, noted social
emotional learning practices that were present within the written planning. Specific practices
looked for included encouragement for student self-awareness, self-management opportunities,
situations where students would demonstrate social awareness, relationship building
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opportunities and opportunities for students to make responsible decisions. These types of
identifiers were also noted with capital letters. ‘SSA’ was used for student self-awareness, ‘MO’
was used for management opportunities, ‘SOA’ was used for social awareness, ‘RB’ was used
for relationship building and finally, ‘RD’ was used to denote responsible decision opportunities.
Figure 1
Lesson Plan Markup Example

On the third review, I noted the number of times each type of occurrence and counted them in
efforts to see if there was a change in the dominant trend of inclusive practices and/or social
emotional learning opportunities over time. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the process.
With regards to the research question, the evidence and trends showed growth and
progress with regards to the implementation of social emotional practices changing to support
inclusive practices in the learning environment. The implementation was not shown numerically,
with regards to the opportunities written into the lesson plans, but more so by the conglomeration
of types of opportunities students were given within the framework of the lesson itself. A trend
observed was that in the early MAT program lesson planning, the structure provided for more
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direct instruction and an ‘I do, we do, you do’ style of lesson format. Students participated in
engagement strategies, which led to opportunities for inclusion practices and social emotional
learning. However, much was done using partner share that was limited to two partners and the
teacher and, to a smaller degree, the whole class. Teaching was more teacher driven that student
driven. This can be seen in Figure 2, where the dominant practices for inclusive and social
emotional practices are singular, whereas in contrast, the later lessons show well distributed
categories and multiplicity when analyzing for dominance. Later lessons further show evidence
Figure 2
Lesson Plan Learning Segment Analysis

of growth by utilizing more UDL, collaboration and student driven engagement. Social
emotional learning supported lessons transitioned from ‘self-awareness’ to ‘relationship
building’ to ‘management opportunities’ to a blend of ‘self-awareness’, ‘social awareness’ and
‘relationship building’ opportunities as the class structure moved from direct instruction to a
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more engaging collaborative style. One theme that was consistent throughout the analysis of the
lesson was the preference toward the inclusive practice of ‘life skills’ or ‘independence
opportunities’. This find caused me to wonder whether or not this was an unseen bias on my part
or if, in fact, this was built into the planning because of the continual formative evaluation done
in class. I wondered if I subconsciously used that information for future lesson planning,
perceiving that this is an area for development in ninth grade students. This wondering will
require further consideration.
Observation Commentaries
Following a similar pattern of analysis and coding, I gathered six observation
commentaries written by both by my university professor and my cooperating teacher. The six
lessons observed took place between winter 2021 and spring 2021. I read each commentary
twice and highlighted notes of inclusive practices in pink and social emotional references in
yellow.
Evidence in the commentary supports, with regards to the implementation of social
emotional practices, the finding that inclusive practices in the learning environment became
more balanced in their use. While these observations would be aligned with the latter two lesson
plan evaluations analyzed in the section above, the evidence is consistent with the
conglomeration and integration of practices in the classroom. Observations from the earliest
lesson from my Cooperating Teacher on February 8, 2021 include, “…she consistently
incorporates both closed and open-ended questions throughout her instruction to quickly assess
student understanding and expand student reasoning.” This process is done with scaffolded and
intentional opportunities for students to individually dwell on the solution to a question, have
time to talk it over with their partners. As such, every group is able to provide contribution to the
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class discussion. This format supports inclusion practices such as ‘independence’ with regards to
thinking, ‘management decision making’ with regards to engagement with the lesson,
‘relationship building’ when students speak and share with group members and students
becoming ‘socially aware’ as they talk to group partners and ‘life skills building’ when opening
up to the class discussion. A similar observation was made by my University Supervisor on
February, 23, 2021, when they wrote, “This was an effective way to encourage students to
meaningfully discuss mathematics…this supports social-emotional learning and puts the student
in participation mode…students engaged in a lengthy discussion using academic vocabulary.”
On March 9, 2021, the same University Supervisor noted, “She used partner discussion…she
used personal whiteboards. After the whiteboard work, she asked the students to hold up the
boards and show other students. She then asked follow-up questions based upon student work. In
the modeling section of the lesson, she asked the students to refer to real-world
applications…you provided students with a healthy variety of learning activities from the
personal white boards to the DESMOS activity, along with an opportunity for partner discussion.
Very effective.” This supports the growth from early MAT program lesson plans where teaching
was more teacher driven and less student centered. In this lesson, comments support inclusion
practices such as UDL, collaboration, diversity in ‘learning opportunities’ and ‘life skills
building’. In addition, they comingle with social emotional learning opportunities through
partner discussion, ‘relationship building’, personal and group ‘social awareness’ and
‘responsible decision making’. What makes this lesson different from earlier lessons is that the
social emotional learning practices support inclusion practices and are interwoven in the
activities of the lesson. They are not presented as isolated events. Regarding comments from my
Cooperating Teacher on April 15, 2021, and found in Appendix 3, state, “You have planned for
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and fully integrated many engagement strategies and established routines and procedures shifting
the locus of learning to the students. You have structured student discourse by pre-assigning
students a specific flower color. After providing purposeful private reasoning time, students are
then provided time to present their reasoning with their elbow partner. You outlined expectations
with which students will be starting the discussion followed by expectations for listening and
follow-up response by partners. As evidence with this observation, this has become routine
procedure and expectation of students to have the opportunity to talk through, critique and debate
their thoughts and reasoning.” These comments provide evidence of the growth and
implementation of social emotional practices integrated in teaching and used to support inclusive
practices in the learning environment.
One unanticipated yet interesting trend was uncovered during the review of the lesson
commentaries. My University Professor and Cooperating Teacher noted teaching practices with
regards to UDL, access opportunities and diversity in instruction practices more often that what I
found I noted in the lesson plan reviews. This could be due to the lesson plans not focusing as
much on the teaching practices or that I have a bias for, as was noted in the lesson plan review,
the ‘life skills’ inclusion practices and tend to recognize those more in assessing my own
practices.
Journaling
The dates of the journaling took place from March 1, 2021 through March 31, 2021. The
mindfulness of the journal entries revolved around the three focus questions for the action
research project and upon review, were coded much like the lesson plans and observation
materials. I chose these dates for journaling as they occurred predominantly surrounding the
weeks that my edTPA lessons were being presented. I journaled for five lessons leading up to the
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edTPA lessons, during the three edTPA lessons, during the four lessons after the edTPA lessons
were taught. In total, between two sections, a total of 24 journal entries for the period were
recorded. In review, my goal was to look for evidence that supported how my implementation of
social emotional practices changed to support inclusive practices in the learning environment.
Trends during this period of time that became evident during the learning segments, with
regards to my own notes, revolved around social emotional questions asked of the students.
These daily questions opened up opportunities for class discussion which led to student ‘selfawareness’, which led to building class culture, which led to ‘relationship building’, which in
turn supported inclusive practices such as collaboration and having a growth mindset.
Figure 3
Social Emotional Learning Questions - Journaling Notes

I made it a point in my planning to ask students a question daily and use it as a reference or share
the information, if appropriate, for class discussion. Figure 3 shows most of the questions asked
of students during the time period journaled.
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In addition to the SEL questions, a trend found mentioned in the journal was that students
rated their emotional range on a coordinate plane that had four choices; Energetic and Ready to
MATH!, Positive, Negative and Tired and ready to snooze. This enabled me to quickly assess the
overall demeanor of individual students or the class as whole. Using Figure 4 as an example, it
allowed me insight as to where to adjust my teaching practices on any given day.
Figure 4
Social Emotional Learning - Emotional Check in Screen Example

Providing student questions, such as the references above, support social emotional
learning by providing opportunities for student ‘self-awareness’, ‘social awareness’ and
‘relationship building’ opportunities. This supports inclusive practices, specifically supporting
collaboration, as students are more willing to open up to discussions when they are more at ease
with other learners in the classroom. While there are many manifestations of social emotional
learning in the academic environment, research shows that it is a universal model through which
to develop social-emotional capability (Newman & Moroney, 2019). Taking the time to ask
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students these questions and ask them to become more self-aware about their emotional state at
the start of class is in alignment with research revealed in the literature review.
Data Analysis of Research Question 2
Analysis of ‘how does my teaching reflect what the literature states are best practices for
fostering positive teacher-student relationships’ was the second area of review. It addressed
research question number two and aligned with INTASC standard 3, Learning Environments.
First, I made sure that my criteria aligned with best practices for social emotional learning and
building positive teacher-student relationships, based on the literature review. Best practices with
this domain include giving praise for working hard, laughing in class, using when-then
sentences, asking about hobbies and interests of students, showing empathy and sharing feelings
with students and modeling positive behavior (Kaufman, 2021) and further, show students you
care, develop mutual trust and consider student perspectives (Doerr, 2020). I then reviewed
lesson plans, observation materials, and finally my own journal, to identify data that was used to
validate the best practices for relationship building used within my learning environment. As
revealed in the literature review, students report that social adjustments are a primary concern in
the transition from middle to high school, and studies find that one of the greatest influences on
student achievement are student-teacher relationships, having an effect size of 0.72 (Hattie,
2009). Students that feel safe and supported, who have positive relationships with trusted adults
perform better, feel like they belong and are less aggressive and defiant in the learning
environment. Positive teacher-student connections are critical components of the success of
learners (Newman and Moroney, 2019). Building and fostering student-teacher relationships play
a significant role in closing the achievement gap among all students (Durlak et al., 2017). Other
noted strategies that help build positive relationships with students include believing that all
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students can succeed, saying hello and goodbye to every student every day, providing students
with choice and accepting student and their mistakes (Tuio, 2019). An analysis of my own habits
with regards to using best practices in social emotional learning and fostering positive
relationships is supported by research.
Lesson Plans
I looked back at the lesson plans constructed in the MAT program to identify both growth
and development with regards to references that identified best practices in building positive
student-teacher relationships. In total there were 10 learning segments that were developed.
These lessons were used for class examples, formal observations, the mock edTPA and the real
edTPA and written in fall 2019, spring 2020, fall 2020 and spring 2021. After printing out each
lesson plan, I reviewed each lesson twice. The first review, highlighted with purple, noted what I
felt were the most obvious examples of words and actions that aligned with the practices.
Afterward, I read through a second time and in orange, highlighted where I felt a best
practice was used but the action was interpreted and not perfectly aligned with the wording of the
list in Figure 5. I gathered the instances and identified trends throughout the lessons to see if
there was specific trend, bias or frequency with which I used a certain practice. Best practices
coding is as follows: Praise for hard work was coded as ‘w’, Laugh in Class was noted as ‘l’,
Predictability was coded as ‘p’, Ask about hobbies was coded as ‘h’, Show empathy was coded
as ‘e’, Share feelings was coded as ‘f’, Show students you care was coded as ‘c’, Consider
student perspective was coded as ‘s’ and Develop mutual trust was coded as ‘t’. Coding used for
the review of the lesson is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5
RQ 2 Best Practices Lesson Plan Review

With regards to the research question, the evidence and trends showed growth and
progress with regards to the implementation of using best practices and social emotional learning
for fostering positive teacher-student relationships within my learning environment. The trends
identified within the written lesson plans revealed a strong use of structure, scaffolding and
predictability. As it is a lesson plan that is supposed to outline steps of learning, this was
expected, though it was good positive reinforcement to see in the review. The early and middle
lessons revealed that process was more important to structure in lessons than the components that
support the structure of the lesson. The later lessons, the most current ones taught, show a great
increase in notations of best practices that move beyond structure, such as noting the warm up
and hook relate more to student hobbies and interests. The engagement strategies listed in the
lesson provided more walking around time, thus more time for me to check on students and
provide them praise for hard work. While I made zero notations in the lesson plan wording
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regarding developing mutual trust, it is not common to write reasoning for teacher moves in the
lesson plan, thus this was not a surprise. Student perspective was also consistently strong and
revealed by the analysis. This would make sense as the lesson engagement supports class
discourse, which was shown to have increased with lesson planning development in the analysis
of research question 1. Later class lesson plans reveal more empathy and sharing of feelings,
evidenced by references to reflection screens presented in the DESMOS lessons and closure
sections in Figure 6, also found in Appendix 2.
Figure 6
Closure screen and reflection questions example

Overall, the lesson plan analysis shows that there are best practices for fostering teacherstudent relationships in place. Further, they have increased as shown by evidence of the
frequency of types of practices mentioned in the write ups of the lesson planning. This
mindfulness should translate to practices noted in the classroom and additionally, should aid in
decreasing the achievement gap and increasing engagement in 9th graders.
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Observation Commentaries
Following a similar pattern of analysis and coding, I gathered six observation
commentaries written by both by my University Professor and my Cooperating Teacher. The six
lessons observed took place between winter 2021 and spring 2021. I read each commentary
twice and highlighted notes first in purple, and then in orange, that referred to best practices for
fostering teacher-student relationships in the classroom. As with the lesson plans, I used the list
of best practices generated from the literature review to serve as a framework for analysis.
Evidence found in the commentaries provide evidence of using the best practices in the
classroom and further provide deeper detail than the wording used in the lesson planning. As
found in the lesson plan analysis, predictability is supported in the observation commentaries. On
February 8, 2021, my Cooperating Teacher wrote, “You explicitly break down the learning target
and discuss exactly what student are to know, will be doing, defining critical vocabulary,
diagrams, expression/equations and groupings. You formatively assess student understanding
through frequent checks for understanding, circulation/observation and employ individual
student informational feedback. Throughout your instruction you are clear and specific in
communicating learning expectations, content and procedures.” With regards to showing
empathy, care, and laughing in class, my University Supervisor wrote on February 23, 2021,
“She ensured that they were comfortable” and in addition, “She used a slide to check how the
students were feeling. This supports social-emotional learning and puts the students in
participation mode. She thanks the students for sharing their feelings. She laughs occasionally
during the lesson and seems to love being there. All of this has a positive effect on the learning
environment.” Examples of positive praise were included in the commentary write up from my
University Supervisor March 9, 2021. Phrases such as, “Hold it up, show it off”, “I’m hearing a
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lot of super awesome responses”, and “at the end of class she thanked them and told them that
they did well today” are noted. Regarding empathy, sharing feelings, and considering student
perspectives, the observation notes from April 13, 2021 state, “Mrs. Way told the class when she
was their age, that story problems were difficult for her too and that she wanted to make them
more accessable.” On March 12, 2021, my Cooperating Teacher wrote, with regards to building
positive relationships and trust, “In parallel with our schools’ focus on building positive and
supportive relationships with all students, you have established a classroom culture empowering
all students to take self-responsibility for their learning. Through the relationships and trust that
you have established, you have developed the classroom culture. Through the transmission of
your belief in every one of your students that they can and will succeed not only in mathematics
and in life, your students take on the challenges and know you are there for them.”
Evidence gathered throughout the observation and evaluation materials support the use of
best practices, as outlined in the literature review, for fostering positive teacher-student
relationships with regards to supporting social-emotional learning, thereby helping to reduce
disengagement and the achievement gap in 9th graders.
Journaling
The dates of the journaling took place from March 1, 2021 through March 31, 2021. The
mindfulness of the journal entries revolved around the three focus questions for the action
research project and upon review, were coded much like the lesson plans and observation
materials. I chose these dates for journaling as they occurred predominantly surrounding the
weeks that my edTPA lessons were being presented. I journaled for five lessons leading up to the
edTPA lessons, during the three edTPA lessons, during the four lessons after the edTPA lessons
were taught. In total, between two sections, a total of 24 journal entries for the period were
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recorded. In review for this research question, evidence of notation for building positive teacherstudent relationships was the lens through which the journal entries were viewed.
The trends found consistently in the journal entry for every lesson recorded with regards
to my habits and practices were the following entries:
1. I welcomed the students to class and thanked them for being here
2. I made sure to thank students for investing in themselves and wished them a
wonderful day at the end of class/as they departed class
These two entries were the most consistent and are further reinforced in the online
component of class lessons. Best practices of saying hello and goodbye to every student (Trio,
2019) every day and showing students I care, show up in Canvas and in the DESMOS online
lesson ending screen.
Figure 7
Example of daily welcome screen in seen by students in Canvas
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Figures 7 and 8 illustrate examples of what students encounter with each lesson, whether
they are an in person or online learner.
Figure 8
Example of DEMOS online lesson closure screen

Evidence throughout the lesson plans, observation commentary and journaling reveal and
support the growth and use of best practices in my teaching with regards to efforts to foster
positive teacher student relationships. These efforts coupled with social emotional learning
practices support the reduction of disengagement and reducing the achievement gap in 9th
graders during their transition year into high school.
Data Analysis of Research Question 3
Analysis of ‘what social emotional learning practices are used to help students in the
mathematics environment’ was the third area of review. It addressed research question number
three and aligned with INTASC standard number 3, Learning Development. First, I made sure
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that my criteria aligned with best practices for social emotional learning in the mathematics
classroom, based on the literature review. Within this domain, choosing social emotional best
practices that not only support the learning competencies outlined by CASEL, but also those
aligned to the Common Core Standard Mathematical Practices are necessary. Such practices
include those that support student self and social awareness, relationship skills, self-management
and responsible decision making (CASEL, 2020). A best practices evaluation tool, published by
The University of Texas at Austin, Charles A. Dana Center, provide a framework from which to
evaluate 22 instructional material and educator practices that support the integration of SEL,
Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMP) and the mathematics classroom. Once these support
sets were identified, I reviewed lesson plans, then observation materials, and finally my own
journal, to find evidence of what tools I used to support students in the mathematics learning
environment and to which domain they belonged. The evaluation tool can be seen in Appendix 4.
Lesson Plans
I looked back at the lesson plans constructed in the MAT program to identify evidence of
the use of the best practices tools referenced above. In total there were 10 learning segments that
were developed. These lessons were used for class examples, formal observations, the mock
edTPA and the real edTPA and written in fall 2019, spring 2020, fall 2020 and spring 2021.
After printing out each lesson plan, I reviewed each lesson twice. Self-awareness
practices were coded in blue, self-management practices were coded in orange, social awareness
practices were coded in green, relationship skills were coded in pink and responsible decision
making was coded in yellow. Afterward, I read through a second time and highlighted any item I
felt I might have missed the first read or any item that may have in indirect relationship, yet still
supported SEL and SMP. I gathered the instances and averaged the trends in efforts to reduce
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lesson plan bias among the lesson sets. I then identified trends throughout the lessons to see if
there was a specific trend, bias or frequency with which I used a certain practice.
Findings in this exercise, as seen in Figure 9, revealed the use of SEL practices that
support Standards of Mathematical Practices. More frequently found in the lesson plans were
references that related to Relationship Building Skill and Social Awareness. The primary aspect
of Relationship Building Skills relies heavily on student interaction, sharing of ideas, speaking,
listening and engagement in reflection. In addition, Social Awareness encourages students to
relate to real world scenarios that could promote talking and empathy, sharing of and listening to
classmates during compare and contrast exercises and encourages students to utilize the
resources around them in terms of tools and people (The University of Texas Dana Center,
2020b). Given that much of the teaching strategies extrapolated from the lesson planning is
conducted via group engagement, this makes sense and is reasonable.
Figure 9
SEL and Mathematics Curriculum Evaluation Tool Summary

Trends were also in alignment with trends seen in research question number one. In a
similar pattern, growth from a dominant form of competency style reliance to a more blended
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and balanced form of competency use was also revealed in this data. As the lesson plans and
teaching styles have changed and evolved over time, this also makes sense and is reasonable.
Observation Commentaries
Following a similar pattern of analysis and coding, I gathered six observation
commentaries written by both by my University Professor and my Cooperating Teacher. The
lessons observed took place between winter 2021 and spring 2021. I read each commentary
twice and highlighted notes first in blue, and then in yellow, that referred evidence in my
teaching that used the best practices for supporting SEL and SMP in the learning environment.
Similar to the lesson plans, I used the best practices aligned from the literature review and the
Academic Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) and Mathematics Curriculum Materials
Evaluation Tool as a frame from which to work. Evidence found in the observation
commentaries provide support that social emotional learning practices are used to help students
in the mathematics environment and further, provide deeper detail than the wording used in the
lesson planning. Regarding the domain of Self-Awareness, on February 8, 2021, my Cooperating
Teacher noted, “Within this lesson, Laurie specifically implements student perception
assessments including fist to five and thumbs up to monitor and adjust pacing and student
progress. Additionally, Laurie consistently incorporates both closed and open questions
throughout her instruction to assess student understanding and expand student reasoning.” In
addition, my Cooperating Teacher noted on April 15, 2021, “Students are provided the
opportunity to self-assess their understanding specific to the learning target with review and
follow up.” This aligns with the support of ‘Provide teachers with appropriate suggestions for
promoting students’ self-reflection and self-awareness of thoughts, strengths and feelings.’
Regarding the domains of Social-Awareness and Relationship Skills and my University
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Supervisor noted on March 9, 2021, “She used partner discussion. She posed clarifying questions
based on student responses…she repeated what the students said… she asked students to refer to
real-world applications…she provided the students with a healthy variety of learning activities
along with opportunities for partner discussion.” This aligns with the supports of ‘Prompt
teachers to encourage students to listen or read the arguments of others, to decide whether they
make sense, and to ask useful questions to clarify or improve their arguments’ and ‘Encourage
group work and provide suggestions for a variety of groupings to maximize student learning.’
Regarding Self-Management, my Cooperating Teacher noted on March 12, 2021, “Throughout
your instruction, you systematically provided students purposeful private reasoning time
followed with opportunities to share, justify their reasoning, listen and respond to peers…you
have established routines and procedures for all students to manage self-care, social interactions
and have set high expectations of student ownership of learning.” This aligns with the supports
of ‘Prompt teachers to model and/or encourage students to make sense of problems and consider
available tools before jumping into a solution’, ‘Prompt teachers to encourage students to
communicate and to justify their thinking’ and ‘Prompt teachers to model and/or encourage
students to think metacognitively; monitor and evaluate their progress during and/or after a
problem-solving experience.’
Upon review of the observation commentaries, evidence surfaced to strongly support the
use of, as well as identify which, teaching habits that used the best practices for supporting SEL
and SMP in the mathematics learning environment.
Journaling
The dates of the journaling took place from March 1, 2021 through March 31, 2021. The
mindfulness of the journal entries revolved around the three focus questions for the action
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research project and upon review, were coded much like the lesson plans and observation
materials. I chose these dates for journaling as they occurred predominantly surrounding the
weeks that my edTPA lessons were being presented. I journaled for five lessons leading up to the
edTPA lessons, during the three edTPA lessons, during the four lessons after the edTPA lessons
were taught. In total, between two sections, a total of 24 journal entries for the period were
recorded. In regards to this research question, my goal was to look for evidence that supported
what I did to support social emotional learning in the mathematics classroom. As with the lesson
plans, I used the best practices aligned from the literature review and the Academic Social and
Emotional Learning (SEL) and Mathematics Curriculum Materials Evaluation Tool (Appendix
4) as a frame from which to work.
The primary trend for research question 3 that emerged during the learning segments fell
under the domain of Self-Management. The support prompts stated, “Model and/or encourage
students to think metacognitively; monitor and evaluate their progress during and/or after a
problem-solving experience (SMP.1, SMP.2, SMP.4)” and “Prompt students to communicate
and justify their thinking (SMP 3)” (The University of Texas Dana Center, 2020b). These
prompts were repeatedly reiterated in the journaling with regards to asynchronous day lessons
that were posted to the Canvas modules. As we are learning in a hybrid scenario, students are
responsible for supported self-learning three days per week, and in the classroom two days per
week. This requires a great deal of self-management from the student to log on to Canvas and
complete their activities. While teachers view this time away from the classroom as
asynchronous learning opportunities, it is clear that some students consider it an “off day”.
Regardless, lessons are posted within the Canvas modules and each offers metacognitive
engagement, an evaluation opportunity and a place for students to communicate and justify their
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thinking. Of the 24 lessons journaled, 14 of those lessons took place on asynchronous days, 13 of
the 14 days incorporated online lessons while one day was set aside as a student make up day.
In figure 10, a screenshot taken from a lesson given on March 2, 2021, students are asked
to explain how to multiply, divide and raise an exponent to another power after engaging with
the instructional/informational video. They are also asked to reflect upon their experience and
provide a score for their efforts.
Figure 10
Asynchronous Lesson Example - March 2, 2021

In figure 11, a screenshot taken from a lesson given on March 5, 2021, students are asked
to create a model of an expression using digital algebra tiles and express the things they notice
about the model. They are asked to upload their pictures, are offered alternative forms of
providing a work sample and asked to reflect upon their experience and provide a score for their
efforts.
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Figure 11
Asynchronous Lesson Example March 5, 2021

In figure 12, a screenshot taken from a lesson given on March 10, 2021, students are
asked to provide a detailed explain of how they transitioned the algebra tiles to the generic
rectangles and to comment on what was the same and what was different. They are asked to be
specific and use examples, referencing the video as evidence of knowledge demonstration. In
addition, they provide a score upon their reflection based on the rubric provided. This is not
explicitly stated in the screen, however, students at this point in the year are very familiar with
the process of lesson submission. This is a routine part of their daily tasks.
Examination of the journaling provides evidence that social emotional learning best
practices are used in conjunction with Standards Mathematical Practices in my habits of
teaching. Further, the analysis revealed more detailed evidence to which domain the practices
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belong. This will further help me investigate my teaching practices in efforts to expand social
emotional support to students in efforts to help bridge achievement gaps, as well as minimize
student disengagement in the classroom.
Figure 12
Asynchronous Lesson Example 3 March 10, 2021

Unexpected Findings
Regarding research question number 1, the unexpected finding that was uncovered in the
data was in regards to how much the engagement strategies present in the teaching styles made a
difference in the social emotional learning opportunities provided to students. Engagement
strategies have been a focus for teaching mathematics at our school, however they were not an
associated part of this Action Research Project. The evidence has revealed that the engagement
strategies are aligned with and go hand in hand with social emotional best practices in the
mathematics learning environment. As my teaching progressed from the start of the MAT
program until the current time period, I have grown and developed as a teacher with regards to
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engagement. I am more convinced than ever that this is a practice that is necessary for student
achievement in the learning environment.
Regarding research question 2, the unexpected findings revealed by the data were twofold. First, that I very much engage students in relationship building, yet I did not incorporate
that wording into my written lesson plans, nor did I readily write in working for opportunities for
showing empathy and sharing feelings. Yet in class, the ripple effect of doing both those things
with students is present, and that we did take time for such moments in class. There is a clear
difference in the writing and description of my early lesson plans to my later lesson plans. The
detail, succinct nature and use of language functions is much greater in the 2021 plans than in the
2019 plans. The amount of growth that the analysis showed was greater than expected.
Regarding research question 3, unexpected findings revealed by the data revealed that I
do more than I think I do, with regards to innately incorporating social emotional learning into
my mathematics environment. The blend of practices that engagement strategies provide during
class reveal natural pathways to best practices. I was encouraged by this discovery.
Summary
The types of data that I chose to review will all be available to me after I have completed
the MAT program. The benefit to conducting the Action Research Project will serve to help
better myself, my teaching habits and practice and provide for space upon which to improve in
the coming years. As I have become more cognizant of the elements of Social Emotional
learning practices, how they benefit transition years for high school students, how they align with
Standard Mathematics Practice and where they fit with engagement strategies, I am more clearly
able to see the relevance this has in my teaching practice, as well as in any discipline, and how
this can benefit students of any age. I am thankful for the reflection and opportunity to see where
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my growth has occurred as it has uncovered more questions I would like to answer about my
own practice in the future.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusion

Overview
After reviewing professional literature and conducting data analysis, the results indicate
that there has been growth and development in my collective teaching efforts and efficacy. I have
improved with regards to providing greater and more balanced inclusive opportunities for
students, that I use Social Emotional Learning to foster positive teacher-student relationships
within the classroom and that I have a preference for structure and predictability within my
lesson planning. In addition, I already do many tasks associated with developing student selfefficacy in the mathematics learning environment and I need to continue to grow and find more
ways to incorporate SEL with student engagement practices.
Conducting action research on myself has helped me to more closely examine my
teaching style measured against professional best practices. The following focus questions
elicited from the literature review provided a lens through which to focus my attention. Research
question 1 asked, “How has my implementation of social emotional practices changed to support
inclusive practices in the learning environment?” In studying research question one, I used lesson
plans, observation commentaries and journaling and revealed that the most predominant theme
discovered was the preference toward the inclusive practice of life skills or independence
opportunities. I also discovered that as my teaching style evolved and engagement strategies
became more predominant, so did the opportunities for inclusive practices in the classroom.
Research question two asked, “How does my teaching reflect what the literature states are
best practices for teacher-student relationships?” In studying research question two, I used lesson
plans, observation commentaries and journaling and revealed that the most predominant themes
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discovered differed depending on the data being evaluated. Looking at written lesson plans
revealed that I used best practices of predictability and student perspective, however, positive
praise and providing opportunities for building positive relationships and trust were more evident
when looking at observation commentaries. While journaling, the best practice of ‘showing
students you care’ was the predominant theme that emerged. Collectively, through use of
triangulation, it was revealed that my teaching does reflect what literature states are best
practices for fostering positive teacher-student relationships. While there is always room for
growing and learning, I feel this is a good foundation from which to improve.
Research question three asked, “What social emotional learning practices are used to help
students in the mathematics environment?” In studying research question three, I used lesson
plans, observation commentaries and journaling and revealed that within my current practice, my
teaching techniques incorporate opportunities for students to develop self-awareness, selfmanagement, social awareness, relationship skills and equity-based mathematics teaching that
fall in line with the evaluation tool developed by the University of Texas at Austin (see
Appendix 4). By using this tool, I will continue to become more aware of my lesson plan
development and execution in strategies that open up moments for students to practice social
skills relevant to life and their learning. Action research has illuminated the importance of taking
the time to study one’s own teaching habits.
This chapter will address implications of the action research, limitations to the study and
how my teaching will be affected moving forward.
Implications
Action research was beneficial as it taught me more about qualitative research, as my
natural want is to lean toward quantitative research. It stretched my limits as a student working
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as a full-time teacher and through the disequilibrium, allowed me to grow personally and
professionally. My findings have driven home the abundant need for social emotional learning in
the classroom environment but it also revealed the exponential benefits when coupled with
engagement teaching strategies.
Inclusive practices are strengthened by SEL, being mindful of best practices while
teaching within the mathematics classroom and becoming more familiar with the University of
Texas Social Emotional Learning evaluation tool will help guide efforts for future growth. The
findings will be information I can share with my professional learning communities. Becoming
more aware of cross curricular opportunities within our school will also aid in strengthening SEL
as the system cannot be an isolated event in one single classroom.
Because of taking a closer look at the way I teach, patterns have been identified, biases
uncovered and other questions formed as to how to improve. Action research has provided a
vehicle in which to bring many of the MAT classes together into one project, even more so than
the edTPA. Every class was utilized in developing thoughts and strategies for research and
process review. I am more clearly able to think of how my teaching impacts all students in
specific, verses general, ways. Continuing to learn will be a key element in growing.
Limitations
Limitations to this study included some unique circumstances. Given the date of the study
it should come as no surprise that topping the list is the impact of Covid-19 on the classroom, on
teaching and on learning. Teaching started out utilizing online delivery through both the Canvas
Learning Management System and Zoom meetings. During the course of the project, the
teaching platform transitioned into a hybrid learning environment. The implications for these
changes to the traditional system included restricting the use of paper in the mathematics
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classroom, restricting student movement, seating students a distance of six feet apart, disabling
student group work and teachers/students wearing masks. While the challenge for reinventing
classroom practices was met, the limitation of having such restrictions around which to work was
a trial.
Students in the hybrid learning model only attended in person learning two days per
week. This presented challenges in fostering positive teacher-student relationships, shortened
time in the classroom in which to present material and less time for students to process lessons,
affecting some opportunities for growth in self-efficacy.
The timeframe in which this project was able to be studied was also a limitation. Data
collected represents a fractured example of teaching. To do this again, I would set out to more
fully examine my practice over the span of six to nine quarters. This would provide a better and
more representative sample with which to answer the research questions.
Conclusion
The process of action research has provided an opportunity to take a highly in depth look
at teaching practices and measure them against professional best practices. The metacognitive
dive into the intricacies of evaluating lesson plans, observation commentaries and journaling
provided an opportunity to be placed in a vulnerable role of disequilibrium and grow from the
experience. Growth is evident in the way that I now plan for lessons, being more mindful of
inclusive practices, social emotional opportunities and differentiation when backwards planning
and utilizing universal design of instruction strategies. Action research has allowed me to see
bias in my lesson planning, as well as revealing strengths that already exist within my practice.
Overall, the process has been beneficial and will continue to guide my decisions in the learning
environment.
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As goal setting is part of improvement, so this project has underscored the continual need
for teaching professionals to set goals within their own practice, maintain a growth mindset, seek
continual improvement and become comfortable with opportunities that challenge beliefs of
teaching, in efforts to construct a learning environment that provides access and equality for all
students. The act of goal setting is deliberate and the benefits of research can be very fruitful.
As I stated in my teaching philosophy, what many people boil down to a simple transfer
of knowledge or skills is packaged in a compound series of movements, examples, instructions,
guidance and discovery. When crafted correctly, the process of learning is smooth, practiced and
understood. To achieve seamless learning takes a great deal of effort. This project has also
provided an intricate look at the complicated world of education. The rules under which we were
required to teach during the Covid-19 pandemic, the way our Administration, my colleagues,
classmates and professors, rose to the challenges to strive to meet the needs of all students,
socially, emotionally, technologically and academically has been nothing short of amazing to
watch happen. Teaching is hard. Learning is hard. Leading is hard. This year more than ever has
stretched everyone to breaking points and yet, the communities in which I have interacted, both
as a teacher and a student, have kept the needs and goals of the learners in mind, often sacrificing
their own experiences for those of the students in which they served.
It is this unspoken, unstudied and unhighlighted information that has come out of the
process of action research. Not only is the focus of social emotional learning vastly important to
the success of students, decreasing disengagement, and closing the gaps of learning, but so is
social emotional learning important with each other. When making it a point to practice social
emotional learning in the workplace, so too will we as teachers begin to use in more naturally in
our classrooms. In this we will incorporate philosophies that help our students thrive in the best,
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and worst, of circumstances and encourage them to transform into adults who continue to
maintain a growth mindset and are fixed on doing only good every day.
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Appendix 2: Actual edTPA Lesson
Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate: Laurie Way

Date of Lesson: 3/12/21

Lesson Title/Description: Algebra Tiles and Generic Rectangles
Learning Segment

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 88 minutes

# 2 of 3
Standards:

Central Focus:

Learning Targets:

A.SSE.3

Students will explain, model and
represent algebraic and polynomial
expressions, investigate and
compare relationships between
product and sum when multiplying
polynomials.

I can model dimensions of rectangles
with algebra tiles and represent the area
of rectangles as a sum and as a product. I
will explain the process of multiplying
polynomial expressions using algebra
tiles and use the distributive property
with polynomial expressions.

Choose and produce an
equivalent form of an
expression to reveal and
explain properties of the
quantity represented by the
expression.

Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Learners have been introduced to four parent functions, have studied linear functions and are familiar with
multiple representations of equation to table to graph to situation (and combinations therein). Students have
studied concepts of what it means to be a variable, combining like terms using variables, graphing, organizing and
describing functions. They are aware of exponents, have learned about laws of exponents regarding multiplying,
dividing and raising an exponent to a power and most recently have modeled algebraic and polynomial
expressions with digital algebra tiles.
How I know the students have this:
Students will be given an expression and will correctly represent the expression with the arrangement of tiles, as
well as be given an arrangement of tiles and be able to explain the expression of which the tiles represent. They
will represent the area of the arrangement as both product and sum.
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Algebra tile, base, height, area, exponent, variable, multiplication, product, addition, sum, ‘like terms’,
coefficient, term, simplify, constant, power, diagram, model, generic rectangle
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Literacy screen for reference, written and oral descriptions/explanations during lesson discourse, partner talk
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections
that will be made during the lesson:
This lesson extends the knowledge of the learner by accessing several middle school mathematical concepts such
as combining like terms, distribution, laws of exponents, and knowledge of multiple representations. The
concepts of modeling, or creating a diagram, is seen in other science, agriculture, art, CTE, social studies and
math-based classes.
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How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
For diverse learners, digital manipulatives such as the algebra tiles will allow students to manipulate and connect
parts of the expression to pieces of the tiles. Using DESMOS as the platform for learning, students are able to
learn in class, but also at a pace they feel is comfortable for their learning style. Support videos of direct
instruction are inserted into the content slides so that students are able to watch/rewatch instructions when
necessary, video links to other types of instructional content are placed online, and the learning platform itself
serves as a blend of both guided notes and graphic organizer. Notes that are teacher generated in class are
uploaded for student reference, taking the burden off of student notetaking where necessary. Academic
language references are placed in the lesson so students are able to refer to the guide. Students are encouraged
to demonstrate their learning through typing, verbalizing or creating a summary of their expressions via a video
(could also be a poster).
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
This lesson platform starts with students accessing Zoom, Canvas as their LMS, from there they are able to move
to a mathematics-based platform called DESMOS. Each student has a school issued Chromebook that is able to
access video links if necessary. CPM (curriculum) link will be used for Algebra Tiles as a digital manipulative.
Students should have access to earbuds or headphones if necessary. Zoom platform is used for congruent online
learners that join class and class is seen through a large screen tv equipped with a camera and microphone.
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
In class flat screen TV, web camera, second monitor, teacher computer, Apple iPad, Elmo, DESMOS, whiteboards,
dry erase markers, erasers, masks, disinfectant, mini whiteboards, paper, writing supplies, desks, chairs
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

10
min

Teacher asks (in family feud style): ‘Name
something that is messy that looks way better when
it is organized. Top 5 answers on the board.’

Students will do their best to collaborate and
offer ideas in team style, writing answers on their
whiteboards and answering the warm up
question.

(teacher expectation: a bedroom, inside of a car,
laundry, Mrs. Way’s desk, Algebra tiles) Teacher
provided private thinking time, small group
discussion and then polls the groups for answers.

Teacher records student offerings and reveals top
five answers

Teacher Segway: As the last answer is revealed and
the topic of algebra tiles is brought up, the teacher
asks students questions regarding the prior lesson
to access prior knowledge.

Students explain and recall laws of exponents,
describe Area and Perimeter, shapes and sizes of
Algebra tiles and the use of representing the
expressions as models and models as expressions
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10
min

Formative: Teacher asks questions that engage
students thinking in areas such as describing the
laws of exponents, algebra tiles, area, perimeter and
describing examples of modeling expressions.

Students draw models of simple expressions on
their mini-white boards and explain to partners
their reasoning behind drawing the expression
the way they chose. Students compare answers.

Reading of the Learning Target and review of
academic language that they may encounter in this
lesson: I can model dimensions of rectangles with
algebra tiles and represent the area of rectangles as
a sum and as a product. I will explain the process of
multiplying polynomial expressions using algebra
tiles and use the distributive property with
polynomial expressions.

Student reads learning target out loud.

Teacher reminds students that in math, pictures can
help visually explain what numbers are doing. Now
that we have a grasp on modeling with algebra tiles,
we will put some structure to it.
15
min

Formative: Teacher asks about multiplying
exponents and asks students how we arrive at an
area of x2

Teacher has various algebra tile area models
represented on the board. Teacher will record the
area of the models as students identify each
through discourse.

Scaffolding: Teacher starts by working with the
model x2, then channels discourse via discussion to
x2 + x, then moves to 2x2+4, them moves to x2
+6x+9, then moves to 2y2+7y+9, reminding them
throughout the identification and modeling that we
are no longer working with jumbled piles of tiles
(like last lesson) but that we are working to organize
our expression.

Syntax: Teacher notes that the largest power tiles
are to the bottom left and the single digit tiles are to
the upper right.

‘I can model dimensions of rectangles with
algebra tiles and represent the area of rectangles
as a sum and as a product. I will explain the
process of multiplying polynomial expressions
using algebra tiles and use the distributive
property with polynomial expressions.’

Students are asked to identify words for which
they are not familiar and read the definition out
loud to the class.

Students reflect on prior lesson and recall that x*
x = x2 and equate that to both base and height.
Students draw the model represented on the
board (on their mini white boards or desks) and
label the base and height of the model.
Discourse: Students recall and discuss that x* x =
x2 and that Area = base * height and can be
represented as a diagram of a rectangle (square).
Students identify that x2 is the area of the square
with a side of x.

Discourse: Students work privately, then in
groups to identify and record the area of each of
the models. Students do so through think, pair,
share, writing on their white boards, holding up
their models and explaining their work to each
other and the class. Students arrive at a
consensus of what the area of the algebra tiles
represent for each expression.
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10
min

Teacher asks students to write the expression of the
two larger area models on their boards. Through
private think time, partner share and group talk, the
teacher asks for student voice in helping determine
if the Area is represented as a SUM.

Students will write the expressions of the two
largest area models on the board. Once
expressed, students will explain their
understanding of Area as Sum to their partners
and then share with the class.

Teacher will then ask about the perimeter of each of
the rectangles. Teacher gives students time to think
and express the perimeter of the shape on their
whiteboards.

Students will re-draw one of the two large area
models and identify the perimeter of the one
shapes, they will compare results with their team
and then share responses with the class.

Teacher asks how students would express the
representation of the base of the rectangle, and
subsequently the height.

Students will identify both the base and height of
the rectangle determined by the values of the
perimeter they recorded.

Teacher asks them if this base and height are also
representative of the area of the rectangle. Teacher
asks students if the sum and area are equivalent and
to explain and justify their reasoning.

Students will express the area of the models as
both Sum and Product explaining and justifying
how and why their expressions are equivalent.

25
min

Formative: After students return from lunch, the
teacher asks students to reinforce their learning by
accessing the DESMOS lesson screens 1-19. Teacher
monitors learning, walks around, checks screens for
understanding and for progress, answers questions
and addresses any misconceptions individually or as
a group and checks for understanding with IEP
student.

Students begin DESMOS lessons and have
independent work time reflecting on their
learning, explaining their reasoning and
procedurally demonstrating their knowledge and
reasoning by typing, drawing and generating
answers into table cells.

8
min

Closure:

Closure:

As the learning platform for DESMOS is continually
formative evaluation, the closure slides 18-19 ask
students to reflect on their learning.

Students fill out the closure screens and reflect on
their learning tied to the learning target of the
day.

Our learning target: I can model dimensions of
rectangles with algebra tiles and represent the area
of rectangles as a sum and as a product. I will
explain the process of multiplying polynomial
expressions using algebra tiles and use the
distributive property with polynomial expressions.

Students answer:
a) Explain the difference between product and
sum.
b) Explain how the SUM and PRODUCT of a
rectangle are the same.
c) Explain your process for building the model of a
rectangle given an expression. They also provide
feedback about what they thought was easy,
difficult, where they would like to have more
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practice and they rate themselves on a scale of 510 based on our daily grading rubric.
Students answer the questions and then return to
Canvas to submit their lesson for the day.
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as
a result of this lesson:
Formative evaluation throughout the DESMOS screens allow me to continually assess and monitor student
involvement in real time. As students fill out the screens, they are asked to engage with responses that support
the learning target and overall lesson objectives, allow students to engage in discourse, use multiple
representations to express mathematical concepts and offer differentiated ways for students to demonstrate
their learning via the DESMOS or Canvas platform.
Specifically, I will be looking at how students construct the Algebra tiles and groupings on screens 6, 8, 10, 11, 14,
18 & 19 as they will best demonstrate a range of understanding for representing an expression, explaining
thinking, and expressing area as sum and product. As students progress through the scaffolded learning, I will
best be able to evaluate their understanding based on their interaction with the activity and line of questioning
via discourse.
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Digital manipulatives have been researched for secondary education and found to be a beneficial choice as a tool
for universal design for instruction.
Virtual Manipulatives: A Tool to Support Access and Achievement With Middle School Students With Disabilities.
(n.d.). Retrieved February 02, 2021, from
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336876878_Virtual_Manipulatives_A_Tool_to_Support_Access_and_
Achievement_With_Middle_School_Students_With_Disabilities
“David Sousa (2006) reports 4 to 10 times more retention when students are involved in verbal and visual
processing (audiovisual, demonstration, and discussion groups) than when they are exposed to verbal processing
alone (lecturing and reading).”
Himmele, P., & Himmele, W. (2017). Boredom and Engagement. In Total participation techniques: Making every
student an active learner (pp. 7-8). Alexandria, VA: ASCD.
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Appendix 3: Cooperating Teacher Observation Commentary Example
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Appendix 4: Academic SEL and Mathematics Curriculum Materials
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